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Abstract

We examine the ability of policymakers to stimulate household spending during the Great Reces-

sion by reducing banks’ cost of funds. Using panel data on 8.5 million credit cards and 743 credit

limit regression discontinuities, we find that the one-year marginal propensity to borrow (MPB)

is declining in credit score, falling from 59% for consumers with FICO scores below 660 to essen-

tially zero for consumers with FICO scores above 740. We use the same credit limit discontinuities,

combined with a model of lending, to estimate banks’ marginal propensity to lend (MPL) out of a

decrease in their cost of funds. For the lowest FICO score consumers, higher credit limits sharply

reduce profits from lending, limiting banks’ incentives to pass through credit expansions to these

consumers. We conclude that banks’ MPL is lowest for consumers with the highest MPB and dis-

cuss the implications for policies that aim to stimulate the economy through banks.
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During the Great Recession, policymakers in the U.S. and Europe sought to stimulate the economy

by providing banks with lower-cost capital and liquidity. One goal of these actions was to encourage

banks to expand credit to households and firms that would, in turn, increase their borrowing, spend-

ing, and investment.1 Perhaps because of the slow recovery, the effectiveness of these policies has

been questioned and is now the subject of considerable debate (e.g., Taylor, 2014; Goodhart, 2015;

Sufi, 2015).2

This paper uses micro-data on consumer lending and quasi-exogenous variation in contract terms

to better understand the factors that determine the impact of bank-mediated stimulus on household

borrowing during the Great Recession. Using micro-data is critical because it allows us to overcome

the identification issues that plague aggregate time-series analysis. For example, since the beginning

of 2008, there was one large drop in banks’ cost of funds, when the Federal Funds rate was cut to

zero in response to the financial crisis. However, during this period, banks and consumers were also

updating their expectations about the economy, making it hard to isolate the effect of the fall in the

cost of funds on lending and borrowing decisions.

Our approach starts from the observation that the effect on borrowing of a reduction in the cost

of funds depends on the product of banks’ marginal propensity to lend (MPL) to a given consumer

and that consumer’s marginal propensity to borrow (MPB), aggregated across all the consumers in the

economy. This framework is empirically useful because it decomposes the effect on total borrowing

into objects that can be estimated using quasi-exogenous variation in contract terms. It is also concep-

tually useful because estimates of consumers’ MPB and banks’ MPL indicate the extent to which, at

the margin, total borrowing is constrained by supply (low MPL) or demand (low MPB).

The main objective of this paper is to estimate cross-sectional heterogeneity in MPBs and MPLs

in the U.S. credit card market during the Great Recession. Our data set is a panel of all credit cards

issued by the 8 largest U.S. banks. These data, assembled by the Office of the Comptroller of the

Currency (OCC), provide us with account-level information on contract terms, utilization, payments,

and costs at the monthly level for more than 400 million credit card accounts between January 2008

1For example, when introducing the Financial Stability Plan, Geithner (2009) argued that "the capital will come with
conditions to help ensure that every dollar of assistance is used to generate a level of lending greater than what would have
been possible in the absence of government support." In Europe, similar schemes were put in place in order to reduce the
cost of capital of those banks that expand lending to the non-financial sector and households (e.g., the "Funding for Lending"
scheme of the Bank of England, and the "Targeted Longer-Term Refinancing Operation" of the ECB). See also Appendix A.

2The Wall Street Journal reports that "Fed officials have been frustrated in the past year that low interest rate policies
haven’t reached enough Americans to spur stronger growth the way economics textbooks say low rates should. By reducing
interest rates – the cost of credit – the Fed encourages household spending, business investment and hiring, [. . . ]. But the
economy hasn’t been working according to script." The Economist concludes: "[I]t seems clear that current circumstances are
causing these monetary policy actions to be far less effective than they otherwise would be."
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and December 2014.

Our research design exploits the fact that banks sometimes set credit limits as discontinuous func-

tions of consumers’ FICO credit scores. For example, a bank might grant a $2,000 credit limit to

consumers with a FICO score below 720 and a $5,000 credit limit to consumers with a FICO score

of 720 or above. We show that other borrower and contract characteristics trend smoothly through

these cutoffs, allowing us to use a regression discontinuity strategy to identify the causal impact of

providing extra credit at prevailing interest rates. We identify a total of 743 credit limit discontinuities

for different credit cards originated in our sample. These discontinuities are detected at all parts of

the FICO score distribution, and we observe 8.5 million new credit cards issued to borrowers within

50 FICO score points of a cutoff.

Using this regression discontinuity design, we estimate substantial heterogeneity in MPBs across

the FICO score distribution. For the least credit-worthy consumers (FICO≤ 660), a $1 increase in credit

limits raises borrowing volumes on the treated credit card by 58 cents at 12 months after origination.

This effect is due to increased spending and is not explained by a shifting of borrowing across different

credit cards. For the highest FICO score group (> 740), we estimate a 23% effect on the treated card

that is entirely explained by a shifting of borrowing across credit cards, with an increase in credit limits

having no effect on total borrowing. These estimates suggest that bank-mediated stimulus will only

raise aggregate borrowing if credit expansions are passed through to low FICO score households.

We next consider how banks pass through credit expansions to different households. Directly

estimating a bank’s MPL out of a change in its cost of funds is difficult, as described above, because

changes in banks’ cost of funds are typically correlated with unobserved factors that also affect their

lending decisions. Our approach is to build a simple model of optimal credit limits that character-

izes a bank’s MPL with a small number of parameters we can estimate using our credit limit quasi-

experiments.3 This approach requires that bank lending responds optimally on average to changes

in the cost of funds and that we can measure the incentives faced by banks. We think both assump-

tions are reasonable. Credit card lending is highly sophisticated and our estimates of bank incentives

are fairly precise. Indeed, we show that observed credit limits are close to the optimal credit limits

implied by our model.

In our model, banks set credit limits at the level where the marginal revenue from a further in-

crease in credit limits equals the marginal cost of that increase. A decrease in the cost of funds – e.g.,

3We show that in the credit card market, it is credit limits, not interest rates, that are the primary margin of response for
lenders (see Ausubel, 1991; Calem and Mester, 1995; Stavins, 1996; Stango, 2000).
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Figure 1: Pass-Through of Reduction in Cost of Funds into Credit Limits
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Note: Figure shows marginal cost (MC) and marginal revenue (MR) for lending to observationally identical borrowers. A
reduction in the cost of funds shifts the marginal cost curve down, and raises equilibrium credit limits (CL*→ CL**). Panel
A considers a case with relatively flat MC and MR curves; Panel B considers a case with steeper MC and MR curves. The
vertical axis is divided by the MPB because a given decrease in the cost of funds induces a larger shift in marginal costs
when credit card holders borrow more on the margin. See Section 5 for more details.

due to an easing of monetary policy, a reduction in capital requirements, or a market intervention that

reduces financial frictions – reduces the cost of extending a given unit of credit and corresponds to a

downward shift in the marginal cost curve. As shown in Figure 1, such a reduction has a larger effect

on credit limits when marginal revenue and marginal cost curves are relatively flat (Panel A) than

when these curves are relatively steep (Panel B).

What are the economic forces that determine the slope of marginal costs? One important fac-

tor is the degree of adverse selection. With adverse selection, higher credit limits are disproportion-

ately taken up by consumers with higher probabilities of default. These higher default rates raise the

marginal cost of lending, thereby generating upward-sloping marginal costs. Higher credit limits can

also raise marginal costs holding the distribution of marginal borrowers fixed. For example, if higher

debt levels have a causal effect on the probability of default – as they do, for example, in the strategic

bankruptcy model of Fay, Hurst and White (2002) – then higher credit limits, which increase debt lev-

els, will also raise default rates. As before, this raises the marginal cost of lending, generating upward

sloping marginal costs.4

We use the same quasi-exogenous variation in credit limits to estimate the slope of marginal costs,

allowing us to quantify the effect of asymmetric information and other factors on the MPL without

untangling their relative importance. We find that the (positive) slope of the marginal cost curve is

largest for the lowest FICO score borrowers, driven by steeply upward-sloping marginal chargeoffs

4This mechanism also arises in models of myopic behavior, in which consumers, faced with a higher credit limit, borrow
more than they can repay because they do not fully internalize having to repay their debt in the future.
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for these households. We also find that the (negative) slope of the marginal revenue curve is steeper

for these households, since marginal fee revenue, which is particularly important for lending to low

FICO score borrowers, is decreasing in credit limits. Taken together, these estimates imply that a 1

percentage point reduction in the cost of funds increases optimal credit limits by $239 for borrowers

with FICO scores below 660, compared with $1,211 for borrowers with FICO scores above 740.

The resulting negative correlation between MPL and MPB is economically significant. Suppose

you incorrectly calculated the impact of a decrease in the cost of funds as the product of the average

MPL and average MPB in the population. This would generate an estimate of the effect on total

borrowing that is approximately twice as large as an estimate that accounted for this correlation.

Our paper builds on a literature that has estimated marginal propensities to consume (MPCs) and

MPBs using shocks to income and liquidity.5 Most closely related are Gross and Souleles (2002), who

estimate MPBs using time-series variation in credit limits, and Aydin (2016), who exploits a credit

limit experiment in Turkey to estimate MPBs. We view our paper as advancing this literature in three

ways. First, we estimate MPBs during 2008 to 2012, which is the relevant time period for examining

the effects of policy responses to the Great Recession. Our research design and large sample size also

allow us to estimate MPB heterogeneity with more precision than the prior literature.

Second, we are the first paper to combine estimates of consumers’ MPBs with estimates of banks’

MPLs. Estimating both objects jointly is important because many policies that aim to target consumers

with high MPBs are intermediated by banks. We show that the interaction between MBPs and MPLs

across different types of consumers is key to understanding the aggregate impact of these policies.

Third, while we only study one market, we think the underlying mechanisms that give rise to our

estimates are likely to have broader relevance. Our estimates are of stand-alone interest because credit

cards are the marginal source of credit for many U.S. households.6 In addition, we believe the con-

ceptual point that the pass-through of changes to banks’ cost of funds is muted for less creditworthy

consumers – e.g., because of asymmetric information – likely applies in many lending markets. These

include small business loans, mortgages, auto loans, and newly-emerging online lending markets, all

5See Zeldes (1989), Souleles (1999), Hsieh (2003), Stephens (2003, 2008), Johnson, Parker and Souleles (2006), Agarwal,
Liu and Souleles (2007), Blundell, Pistaferri and Preston (2008), Aaronson, Agarwal and French (2012), Baker (2013), Dobbie
and Skiba (2013), Parker et al. (2013), Agarwal and Qian (2014), Bhutta and Keys (2014), Agarwal et al. (2015a), Gelman et al.
(2015), and Sahm, Shapiro and Slemrod (2015). Jappelli and Pistaferri (2010) and Zinman (2014) review this literature. See
Carroll (1997, 2001) for theoretical foundations.

6According to the 2010 Survey of Consumer Finances, 68% of households had a credit card versus 10.3% for a home
equity line of credit and 4.1% for "other" lines of credit. Moreover, credit cards were particularly important during the Great
Recession when many homeowners were underwater and unable to borrow against home equity. In our sample, credit cards
issued to consumers with FICO scores above 740 had $1,294 of interest-bearing debt at one year after origination, indicating
that credit cards were a key source of credit even in the upper range of the FICO distribution.
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of which feature significant potential for adverse selection and moral hazard.7 Of course, whether

most of the benefits of credit expansions in these other markets will also accrue to households that are

least likely to respond through higher consumption is an empirical question.8

Our paper also relates to a literature that has identified declining household borrowing volumes

as a proximate cause of the Great Recession.9 Within this literature, there is considerable debate over

the relative importance of credit supply and credit demand in explaining the reduction in borrowing.

Our estimates suggest that both explanations have merit, with credit supply being the limiting factor

at the bottom of the FICO score distribution and credit demand being the limiting factor at higher

FICO scores.

Relatedly, our results provide a reason why bank-mediated credit expansions might have been

less successful than anticipated in stimulating household borrowing and spending during this pe-

riod.10 Many models of default suggest that increases in credit limits have larger effects on default

when consumers are already highly indebted (e.g., Fay, Hurst and White, 2002). While we do not

have data from previous downturns, this theory suggests that the pass-through of credit expansions

will be weaker after large run-ups in debt, such as during the Great Recession.

Our findings are subject to a number of caveats. First, while we identify one important reason

why policies to reduce banks’ cost of funds were relatively ineffective at raising household borrow-

ing during the Great Recession, other forces also played a role. For instance, stress tests and higher

capital requirements may have increased the cost of lending, particularly to low FICO score borrow-

ers, and thus might have offset the policies we consider that were designed to reduce banks’ cost of

funds. Second, our paper does not assess the desirability of stimulating household borrowing from

a macroeconomic stability or welfare perspective. For example, while extending credit to low FICO

score households might lead to more borrowing and consumption in the short run, we do not evalu-

ate the consequences of the resulting increase in leverage. Third, our results do not capture general

equilibrium effects that might arise from the increased spending of low FICO score households. They

are also not informative about the effectiveness of monetary policy through other channels, such as a

7See, for example, Petersen and Rajan (1994), Adams, Einav and Levin (2009), Karlan and Zinman (2009), Keys et al.
(2010), Hertzberg, Liberman and Paravisini (2015), Kurlat and Stroebel (2015), and Stroebel (2015).

8A further related literature has analyzed heterogeneity in the transmission of monetary policy through other channels
(Doepke and Schneider, 2006; Coibion et al., 2012; Scharfstein and Sunderam, 2013; Auclert, 2014; Keys et al., 2014; Di Mag-
gio, Kermani and Ramcharan, 2014; Drechsler, Savov and Schnabl, 2014; Hurst et al., 2015).

9See, for example, Mian and Sufi (2010), Mian and Sufi (2012), Guerrieri and Lorenzoni (2011), Eggertsson and Krugman
(2012), Hall (2011), Philippon and Midrigan (2011), Mian, Rao and Sufi (2013), and Korinek and Simsek (2014).

10See Jiménez et al. (2012), Jiménez et al. (2014) and Acharya et al. (2014) for other papers analyzing the effectiveness of
the bank lending channel across various countries during the Great Recession.
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redistribution from savers to borrowers, or in its role in preventing a collapse of the banking sector.

The rest of the paper proceeds as follows: Section 1 presents background on the determinants

of credit limits and describes our credit card data. Section 2 discusses our regression discontinuity

research design. Section 3 verifies the validity of this research design. Section 4 presents our estimates

of the marginal propensity to borrow. Section 5 provides a model of credit limits. Section 6 presents

our estimates of the marginal propensity to lend. Section 7 concludes.

1 Background and Data

Our research design exploits quasi-random variation in the credit limits set by credit card lenders (see

Section 2). In this section, we describe the process by which banks determine these credit limits and

introduce the data we use in our empirical analysis. We then describe our process for identifying

credit limit discontinuities and present summary statistics on our sample of quasi-experiments.

1.1 How Do Banks Set Credit Limits?

Most credit card lenders use credit scoring models to make their pricing and lending decisions. These

models are developed by analyzing the correlation between cardholder characteristics and outcomes

like default and profitability. Banks use both internally developed and externally purchased credit

scoring models. The most commonly used external credit scores are called FICO scores, which are

developed by the Fair Isaac Corporation. FICO scores are used by over 80% of the largest financial

institutions and primarily take into account a consumer’s payment history, credit utilization, length

of credit history, and the opening of new accounts (see Chatterjee, Corbae and Rios-Rull, 2011). Scores

range between 300 and 850, with higher scores indicating a lower probability of default. The vast

majority of the population has scores between 550 and 800.

Each bank develops its own policies and risk tolerance for credit card lending, with lower credit

limits generally assigned to lower credit score consumers. Setting cutoff scores is one way that banks

assign credit limits. For example, banks might split their customers into groups based on their FICO

score and assign each group a different credit limit (FDIC, 2007).11 This would lead to discontinuities

in credit limits extended on either side of the FICO score cutoff. Alternatively, banks might use a "dual-

scoring matrix," with the FICO score on the first axis and another score on the second axis, and cutoff

11While it might seem more natural to set credit limits as continuous functions of FICO scores, the use of "buckets" for
pricing is relatively common across many markets. For example, many health insurance schemes apply common pricing
for individuals within age ranges of five years, and large retailers often set uniform pricing rules within sizable geographic
areas. This suggests that the potential for increased profit from more complicated pricing rules is likely to be second-order.
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levels on both dimensions. In this case, depending on the distribution of households over the two

dimensions, the average credit limit might be smooth in either dimensions, even if both dimensions

have cutoffs. The resulting credit supply rules can change frequently and may vary across different

credit cards issued by the same bank.

1.2 Data

Our main data source is the Credit Card Metrics (CCM) data set assembled by the U.S. Office of the

Comptroller of the Currency (OCC).12 The CCM data set has two components. The main data set

contains account-level panel information on credit card utilization (e.g., purchase volume, measures

of borrowing volume such as ADB), contract characteristics (e.g., credit limits, interest rates), charges

(e.g., interest, assessed fees), performance (e.g., chargeoffs, days overdue), and borrower character-

istics (e.g., FICO scores) for all credit card accounts at the 8 largest U.S. banks. The second data

set contains portfolio-level information for each bank on items such as operational costs and fraud

expenses across all credit cards managed by these banks. Both data sets are submitted monthly; re-

porting started in January 2008 and continues through the present. We use data from January 2008

to December 2014 for our analysis. In the average month, we observe account-level information on

over 400 million credit cards. See Agarwal et al. (2015b) for more details on these data and summary

statistics on the full sample.

In addition, we merge quarterly credit bureau data to the CCM data using a unique identifier.

These credit bureau data contain information on an individual’s credit cards across all lenders, in-

cluding information on the total number of credit cards, total credit limits, total balances, length of

credit history, and credit performance measures such as whether the borrower was ever more than 90

days past due on an account. This information captures the near totality of the information on new

credit card applicants that was available to lenders at account origination.

1.3 Identifying Credit Limit Discontinuities

In our empirical analysis, we focus on credit cards that were originated during our sample period,

which started in January 2008. Our data do not contain information on the credit supply functions

of banks when the credit cards were originated. Therefore, the first empirical step involves backing

out these credit supply functions from the observed credit limits offered to individuals with different

12The OCC supervises and regulates nationally-chartered banks and federal savings associations. In 2008, the OCC initi-
ated a request to the largest banks that issue credit cards to submit data on general purpose, private label, and small business
credit cards. The purpose of the data collection was to have more timely information for bank supervision.
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FICO scores. To do this, we jointly consider all credit cards of the same type (co-branded, oil and gas,

affinity, student, or other), issued by the same bank, in the same month, and through the same loan

channel (pre-approved, invitation to apply, branch application, magazine and internet application, or

other). It is plausible that the same credit supply function was applied to each card within such an

"origination group." Since our data end in December 2014, we only consider credit cards originated

until November 2013 to ensure that we observe at least 12 months of post-origination data. For each

of the more than 10,000 resulting origination groups between January 2008 and November 2013, we

plot the average credit limit as a function of the FICO score.

Panels A to D of Figure 2 show examples of such plots. Since banks generally adjust credit limits

at FICO score cutoffs that are multiples of 5 (e.g., 650, 655, 660), we pool accounts into such buckets.

Average credit limits are shown with blue lines; the number of accounts originated are shown with

grey bars. Panels A and B show examples where there are no discontinuous jumps in the credit supply

function. Panels C and D show examples of clear discontinuities. For instance, in Panel C, a borrower

with a FICO score of 714 is offered an average credit limit of approximately $2,900, while a borrower

with a FICO score of 715 is offered an average credit limit of approximately $5,600.

While continuous credit supply functions are significantly more common, we detect a total of 743

credit limit discontinuities between January 2008 and November 2013. We refer to these cutoffs as

"credit limit quasi-experiments" and define them by the combination of origination group × FICO

score. Panel E of Figure 2 shows the distribution of FICO scores at which we observe these quasi-

experiments. They range from 630 to 785, with 660, 700, 720, 740, and 760 being the most common

cutoffs. Panel F shows the distribution of quasi-experiments weighted by the number of accounts

originated within 50 FICO points of the cutoffs, which is the sample we use for our regression discon-

tinuity analysis. We observe more than 1 million accounts around the most prominent cutoffs. Our

experimental sample has 8.5 million total accounts or about 11,400 per quasi-experiment.

1.4 Summary Statistics

Table 1 presents summary statistics for the accounts in our sample of quasi-experiments at the time

the accounts were originated. In particular, to characterize the accounts that identify our effects, we

calculate the mean value for a given variable across all accounts within 5 FICO score points of the

cutoff for each quasi-experiment. We then show the means and standard deviations of these values

across the 743 quasi-experiments in our data. We also show summary statistics within each of the 4

FICO score groups that we use to explore heterogeneity in the data: ≤ 660, 661-700, 701-740, and >
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740. These ranges were chosen to split our quasi-experiments into roughly equal-sized groups. In the

entire sample, 28% of credit cards were issued to borrowers with FICO scores up to 660, 16% and 19%

were issued to borrowers with FICO scores between 661-700 and 701-740, respectively, and 37% of

credit cards were issued to borrowers with FICO scores above 740 (see Appendix Figure A2).

At origination, accounts at the average quasi-experiment have a credit limit of $5,265 and an

annual percentage rate (APR) of 15.4%. Credit limits increase from $2,561 to $6,941 across FICO score

groups, while APRs decline from 19.6% to 14.7%. In the merged credit bureau data, we observe

utilization on all credit cards held by the borrower. At the average quasi-experiment, account holders

have 11 credit cards, with the oldest account being more than 15 years old. Across these credit cards,

account holders have $9,551 in total balances and $33,533 in credit limits. Total balances are hump-

shaped in FICO score, while total credit limits are monotonically increasing. In the credit bureau

data, we also observe historical delinquencies and default. At the average quasi-experiment, account

holders have been more than 90 days past due (90+ DPD) 0.17 times in the last 24 months. This

number declines from 0.93 to 0.13 across the FICO score groups.

2 Research Design

Our identification strategy exploits the credit limit quasi-experiments identified in Section 1 using a

fuzzy regression discontinuity (RD) research design (see Lee and Lemieux, 2010). In our setting, the

"running variable" is the FICO score. The treatment effect of a $1 change in credit limit is determined

by the jump in the outcome variable divided by the jump in the credit limit at the discontinuity.

We first describe how we recover the treatment effect for each quasi-experiment and then discuss

how we aggregate across the 743 quasi-experiments in the data. For a given quasi-experiment, let

x denote the FICO score, x the cutoff FICO level, cl the credit limit, and y the outcome variable of

interest (e.g., borrowing volume). The fuzzy RD estimator, a local Wald estimator, is given by:

τ =
limx↓x E[y|x]− limx↑x E[y|x]
limx↓x E[cl|x]− limx↑x E[cl|x] . (1)

The denominator is always non-zero because of the known discontinuity in the credit supply function

at x. The parameter τ identifies the local average treatment effect of extending more credit to people

with FICO scores in the vicinity of x. We follow Hahn, Todd and Van der Klaauw (2001) and estimate

the limits in Equation 1 using local polynomial regressions. Let i denote a credit card account and I

the set of accounts within 50 FICO score points on either side of x. For each quasi-experiment, we fit
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a local second-order polynomial regression that solves the following objective function separately for

observations i on either side of the cutoff, d ∈ {l, h}. We do this for two different variables, ỹ ∈ {cl, y}.

min
αỹ,d,βỹ,d,γỹ,d

∑
i∈I

[
ỹi − αỹ,d − βỹ,d(xi − x)− γỹ,d(xi − x)2]2

K
(

xi − x
h

)
for d ∈ {l, h} (2)

Observations further from the cutoff are weighted less, with the weights given by the kernel function

K
(

xi−x
h

)
, which has bandwidth h. Since we are primarily interested in the value of αỹ,d, we choose

the triangular kernel that has optimal boundary behavior.13 In our baseline results we use the default

bandwidth from Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2011). For those quasi-experiments where we identify

an additional jump in credit limits within our sample window, we include an indicator variable in

Equation 2 that is equal to 1 for all FICO scores above this second cutoff. Given these estimates, the

local average treatment effect is given by:

τ =
α̂y,h − α̂y,l

α̂cl,h − α̂cl,l
. (3)

2.1 Heterogeneity by FICO Score

Our objective is to estimate the heterogeneity in treatment effects by FICO score (see Einav et al., 2015,

for a discussion of estimating treatment effect heterogeneity across experiments). Let j indicate quasi-

experiments, and let τj be the local average treatment effect for quasi-experiment j estimated using

Equation 3. Let FICOk, k = 1, . . . , 4 be an indicator variable that takes on a value of 1 when the FICO

score of the discontinuity for quasi-experiment j falls into one of our FICO groups (≤ 660, 661-700,

701-740, > 740). We recover heterogeneity in treatment effects by regressing τj on the FICO group

dummies and controls:

τj = ∑
k∈K

βkFICOk + X′jδX + εj. (4)

In our baseline specification, the Xj are fully interacted controls for origination quarter, bank, and a

"zero initial APR" dummy that captures whether the account has a promotional period during which

no interest is charged; we also include loan channel fixed effects.14 The βk are the coefficients of

interest and capture the mean effect for accounts in FICO group k, conditional on the other covariates.

We construct confidence intervals by bootstrapping over the 743 quasi-experiments. In particular,

13Our results are robust to using different specifications. For example, we obtain similar estimates when we run a locally
linear regression with a rectangular kernel, which is equivalent to running a linear regression on a small area around x.

14To deal with outliers in the estimated treatment effects from Equation 3, we winsorize the values of τj at the 2.5% level.
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we draw 500 samples of local average treatment effects with replacement, and estimate the coefficients

of interest, βk, in each sample. Our reported 95% confidence intervals give the range from the 2.5th

percentile of estimates to the 97.5th percentile of estimates. Conceptually, we think of the local average

treatment effects τj as "data" that are drawn from a population distribution of treatment effects. We

are interested in the average treatment effect in the population for a given FICO score group. Our

confidence intervals can be interpreted as measuring the precision of our sample average treatment

effects for the population averages.

3 Validity of Research Design

The validity of our research design rests on two assumptions: First, we require a discontinuous change

in credit limits at the FICO score cutoffs. Second, other factors that could affect outcomes must trend

smoothly through these thresholds. Below we present evidence in support of these assumptions.

3.1 First Stage Effect on Credit Limits

We first verify that there is a discontinuous change in credit limits at our quasi-experiments. Panel

A of Figure 3 shows average credit limits at origination within 50 FICO score points of the quasi-

experiments together with a local linear regression line estimated separately on each side of the cutoff.

Initial credit limits are smoothly increasing except at the FICO score cutoff, where they jump discon-

tinuously by $1,472. The magnitude of this increase is significant relative to an average credit limit of

$5,265 around the cutoff (see Table 3). Panel A of Figure 4 shows the distribution of first stage effects

from RD specifications estimated separately for each of the 743 quasi-experiments in our data. These

correspond to the denominator of Equation 3. The first stage estimates are fairly similar in size, with

an interquartile range of $677 to $1,755 and a standard deviation of $796.15

Panel B of Figure 4 examines the persistence of the jump in the initial credit limit. It shows the RD

estimate of the effect of a $1 increase in initial credit limits on credit limits at different time horizons

following account origination. The initial effect is highly persistent and very similar across FICO

score groups, with a $1 higher initial credit limit raising subsequent credit limits by $0.85 to $0.93 at

36 months after origination. Table 4 shows the corresponding regression estimates.

In the analysis that follows, we estimate the effect of a change in initial credit limits on outcomes at

different time horizons. A natural question is whether it would be preferable to scale our estimates by

the change in contemporaneous credit limits instead of the initial increase. We think the initial increase

15For all RD graphs we control for additional discontinuous jumps in credit limits as discussed in Section 2.
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in credit limits is the appropriate denominator because subsequent credit limits are endogenously

determined by household responses to the initial increase. We discuss this issue further in Section 5.4.

3.2 Other Characteristics Trend Smoothly Through Cutoffs

For our research design to be valid, the second requirement is that all other factors that could affect

the outcomes of interest trend smoothly through the FICO score cutoff. These include contract terms,

such as the interest rate (Assumption 1), characteristics of borrowers (Assumption 2), and the density

of new accounts (Assumption 3). Because we have 743 quasi-experiments, graphically assessing the

validity of our identifying assumptions for each experiment is not practical. Therefore, we show re-

sults graphically that pool across all of the quasi-experiments in the data, estimating a single pooled

treatment effect and pooled local polynomial. In Table 3 we present summary statistics on the distri-

bution of these treatment effects across the 743 individual quasi-experiments.

Assumption 1: Credit limits are the only contract characteristic that changes at the cutoff.

The interpretation of our results requires that credit limits are the only contract characteristic that

changes discontinuously at the FICO score cutoffs. For example, if the cost of credit also changed at

our credit limit quasi-experiments, an increase in borrowing around the cutoff might not only result

from additional access to credit at constant cost, but could also be explained by lower borrowing costs.

Panel C of Figure 3 shows the average APR around our quasi-experiments. APR is defined as

the initial interest rate for accounts with a positive interest rate at origination, and the "go to" rate

for accounts which have a zero introductory APR.16 As one would expect, the APR is declining in

the FICO score. Importantly, there is no discontinuous change in the APR around our credit limit

quasi-experiments. This is consistent with the standard practice of using different models to price

credit (set APRs) and manage exposure to risk (set credit limits).17 Table 3 shows that, for the average

(median) experiment, the APR increases by 1.7 basis points (declines by 0.5 basis points) at the FICO

score cutoff; these changes are economically tiny relative to an average APR of 15.4%. Panel E of

Figure 3 shows the length of the zero introductory APR period for the 248 quasi-experiments with a

zero introductory APR. The length of the introductory period is increasing in FICO score but there is

no jump at the credit limit cutoff.18

16The results look identical when we remove experiments for accounts with an initial APR of zero.
17We initially identified a few instances where APR also changed discontinuously at the same cutoff where we detected

a discontinuous change in credit limits. These quasi-experiments were dropped in our process of arriving at the sample of
743 quasi-experiments that are the focus of our empirical analysis.

18A related concern is that while contract characteristics other than credit limits are not changing at the cutoff for the bank
with the credit limit quasi-experiment, they might be changing at other banks. If this were the case, the same borrower
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Assumption 2: All other borrower characteristics trend smoothly through the cutoff.

We next examine whether borrowers on either side of the FICO score cutoff looked similar on observ-

ables in the credit bureau data when the credit card was originated. Panels A and B of Figure 5 show

the total number of credit cards and the total credit limit on those credit cards, respectively. Both are

increasing in FICO score, and there is no discontinuity around the cutoff. Panel C shows the age of

the oldest credit card account for consumers, capturing the length of the observed credit history. We

also plot the number of payments for each consumer that were 90 or more days past due (DPD), both

over the entire credit history of the borrower (Panel D), as well as in the 24 months prior to origination

(Panel E). These figures, and the information in Table 3, show that there are no discontinuous changes

around the cutoff in any of these (and other unreported) borrower characteristics.

Assumption 3: The number of originated accounts trends smoothly through the cutoff.

Panel F of Figure 5 shows that the number of originated accounts trends smoothly through the credit

score cutoffs. This addresses a number of potential concerns with the validity of our research design.

First, RDs are invalid if individuals are able to precisely manipulate the forcing variable. In our

setting, the lack of manipulation is unsurprising. Since the banks’ credit supply functions are un-

known, individuals with FICO scores just below a threshold are unaware that marginally increasing

their FICO scores would lead to a significant increase in their credit limits. Moreover, even if con-

sumers knew of the location of these thresholds, since the FICO score function is proprietary, it would

be very difficult for consumers to manipulate their FICO scores in a precise manner.

A second concern in our setting is that banks might use the FICO score cutoff to make exten-

sive margin lending decisions. For example, if banks relaxed some other constraint once individuals

crossed a FICO score threshold, more accounts would be originated for households with higher FICO

scores, but households on either side of the FICO score cutoff would differ along that other dimension.

In Figure 3, we showed that there are no changes in observable characteristics around the FICO score

cutoffs. The smooth trend in the number of accounts indicates that banks do not select borrowers on

unobservable dimensions as well.

Finally, we would observe fewer accounts to the left of the threshold if there was a “demand

might also be experiencing discontinuous changes in contract terms on his other credit cards, which would complicate
the interpretation of our estimates. To test whether this is the case, for every FICO score where we observe at least one
bank discontinuously changing the credit limit for one card, we define a "placebo experiment" as all other cards that are
originated around the same FICO score at banks without an identified credit limit quasi-experiment. The right column of
Figure 3 shows average contract characteristics at all placebo experiments. All characteristics trend smoothly through the
FICO score cutoff at banks with no quasi-experiments.
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response,” whereby consumers were more likely to turn down credit card offers with lower credit

limits. However, in this market, consumers do not know their exact credit limit when they apply for

a card and only learn of their credit limit when they have been approved and receive a credit card in

the mail. Since consumers have already paid the sunk cost of applying, it is not surprising that the

consumers with lower credit limits do not immediately cancel their cards, which would generate a

discontinuity in the number of accounts.

4 Borrowing and Spending

Having established the validity of our research design, we turn to estimating the causal impact of an

increase in credit limits on borrowing and spending, focusing on how these effects vary across the

FICO score distribution.

4.1 Average Borrowing and Spending

We start by presenting basic summary statistics on credit card utilization. The left column of Table 2

shows average borrowing by FICO score group at different time horizons after account origination.

To characterize the credit cards that identify the causal estimates, we restrict the sample to accounts

within 5 FICO score points of a credit limit quasi-experiment.

Average daily balances (ADB) are the industry standard measure of borrowing, and are defined

as the arithmetic mean of end-of-day balances over the billing cycle. If interest charges are assessed,

they are calculated as a percentage of ADB. We find that ADB are hump-shaped in FICO score. At

12 months after origination, ADB increase from $1,260 for the lowest FICO score group (≤ 660), to

more than $2,150 for the middle FICO score groups, before falling to $2,101 for the highest FICO score

group (> 740). ADB are fairly flat over time for the lowest FICO score group but drop more sharply

for accounts with higher FICO scores.

Accounts can have positive ADB even thought no interest charges are incurred, for example dur-

ing periods with zero introductory interest rates. To measure borrowing for which interest charges

are assessed, we construct a variable called interest bearing debt. This measure is equal to the ADB if

the account holder is assessed positive interest charges in that billing period and zero if no interest

charges are assessed. At 12 months after origination, interest bearing debt is approximately half as

large as ADB, mainly due to zero introductory rate periods, and is relatively smaller for higher FICO

score groups. At longer time horizons, ADB and interest bearing debt are very similar, with interest

bearing debt approximately 8% smaller than ADB across FICO groups and years.
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One interesting question is whether the relatively high average measures of interest bearing debt,

in particular for the high FICO score groups, are the result of a few accounts with large balances, or

whether these balances are more evenly distributed across the sample. To address this question, we

measure the fraction of accounts that had positive interest bearing debt at least once over a given

period. We find that, at 24 months after origination, approximately three-quarters of accounts have

had positive interest bearing debt in at least one billing cycle. Even in the highest FICO score group,

more than half of accounts were charged interest at least once. This suggests that our analysis con-

siders a sample of credit card holders that regularly use their cards to borrow, and might therefore be

responsive in their borrowing behavior to expansions in their credit limit.

Total balances across all credit cards are between $10,400 and $12,500 for borrowers with FICO

scores above 660, and do not vary substantially with the time since the treated card was originated;

for accounts with FICO scores below 660, total balances are about $6,500.19

The top panel of the middle column of Table 2 shows summary statistics on cumulative purchase

volume. Despite large differences in credit limits by FICO score, purchase volume over the first 12

months since origination is fairly similar, ranging from $2,514 to $2,943 across FICO score groups.

Higher FICO score borrowers spend somewhat more on their cards over longer time horizons, but

even at 60 months after origination, cumulative purchase volume ranges between $4,390 and $6,095

across FICO score groups.

4.2 Marginal Propensity to Borrow (MPB)

We next exploit our credit limit quasi-experiments to estimate the marginal propensity to borrow out

of an increase in credit limits. We examine effects on four outcome variables: (i) ADB on the treated

credit card, (ii) interest bearing debt on the treated card, (iii) total balances across all cards, and (iv)

cumulative purchase volume on the treated card. Each of these outcome variables highlights different

aspects of consumer borrowing and spending. While, in principle, our findings could differ across

these outcomes, the effects we estimate are very similar.

Average daily balances. We first examine the effects on ADB on the treated credit card. Panel A

of Figure 6 shows the effect on ADB at 12 months after account origination in the pooled sample

19In the CCM data, we can construct clean measures of interest-bearing debt. In the credit bureau data, we observe the
account balances at the point the banks report them to the credit bureau. These account balances will include interest-
bearing debt, but can also include balances that are incurred during the credit card cycle, but which are repaid at the end
of the cycle, and might therefore not be considered debt. This explains why the level of credit bureau account balances
is higher than the amount of total credit card borrowing that households report, for example, in the Survey of Consumer
Finances. We discuss below why this does not affect our interpretation of marginal increases in total balances as a marginal
increase in total credit card borrowing.
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of all quasi-experiments. ADB increase sharply at the credit limit discontinuity but otherwise trend

smoothly in FICO score. Panel A of Figure 7 decomposes this effect, showing the impact of a $1

increase in credit limits on ADB at different time horizons after account origination and for different

FICO score groups. Panel A of Table 5 shows the corresponding RD estimates. Higher credit limits

generate a sharp increase in ADB on the treated credit card for all FICO score groups. Within 12

months, the lowest FICO score group raises ADB by 58 cents for each additional dollar in credit limits.

This effect is decreasing in FICO score, but even borrowers in the highest FICO score group increase

their ADB by approximately 23 cents for each additional dollar in credit limits. Panel A of Figure 7

also reveals interesting patterns in borrowing effects over time. For the lowest FICO score group, the

initial increase in ADB is quite persistent, declining by less than 20% between the first and fourth year.

This is consistent with these low FICO score borrowers using the increase in credit to fund immediate

spending and then "revolving" their debt in future periods. For the higher FICO score groups, the

MPB drops more rapidly over time. This is consistent with these high FICO score borrowers making

large purchases during zero introductory rate periods and then repaying this debt relatively quickly

as the introductory rate period expires.

Interest bearing debt. To more fully investigate this behavior, we next examine the effect on interest

bearing debt on the treated credit card, which excludes borrowing during zero introductory rate pe-

riods. Panel B of Figures 6 and 7 plots the effects on interest bearing debt. Panel B of Table 5 shows

the corresponding RD estimates. The response of interest bearing debt over the first few months is

smaller than the response of ADB. At 12 to 18 months after origination, we observe a sharp increase

in the marginal effect on interest bearing debt, as balances previously held under a zero introductory

rate now shift into interest bearing debt. At time horizons of 24 months and greater, the effects on

ADB and interest bearing debt are virtually identical. For the remainder of the paper, we use the term

marginal propensity to borrow (MPB) on the treated card to refer to the effect of a $1 increase in credit

limits on ADB. The choice of ADB rather than interest bearing debt is largely semantic since at most

time horizons the effects on these outcomes are very similar.

Balances across all cards. We next examine the effects on account balances across all credit cards held

by the consumer, using the merged credit bureau data. The reason to look at this broader measure

of borrowing is to account for balance shifting across cards. For example, a consumer who receives

a higher credit limit on a new credit card might shift borrowing to this card to take advantage of a

low introductory interest rate. This would result in an increase in borrowing on the treated card but
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no increase in overall balances. The response of total borrowing across all credit cards is the primary

object of interest for policymakers wanting to stimulate household borrowing and spending. Panel

C of Figures 6 and 7 plots effects on total balances across all cards. Panel C of Table 5 shows the

corresponding RD estimates.

For all but the highest FICO score group, the marginal increase in ADB on the treated card cor-

responds to an increase in overall borrowing. Indeed, we cannot reject the null hypothesis that the

increase in ADB translates one-for-one into an increase in total balances. The one exception is the

highest FICO score group for which we find evidence of significant balance shifting. At one year after

origination, these consumers exhibit a 23% MPB on the treated card but essentially zero MPB across all

their accounts (the statistically insignificant point estimate is -5%). This is not because the high FICO

score group does not borrow. Indeed, they have sizable interest bearing debt on the treated credit card

(Table 2). Instead, it is likely due to the fact that the high FICO score group has on average $44,813 in

credit limits across all of their cards (Table 1), indicating these households are not credit constrained

on the margin.20

Purchase volume. The increase in borrowing on both the treated card and across all credit cards sug-

gests that higher credit limits raise overall spending. However, at least in the short run, consumers

could increase their borrowing volumes by paying off their debt at a slower rate without spending

more. To examine whether the increase in borrowing is indeed due to higher spending rather than

slower debt repayment, Panel D of Figures 6 and 7 shows the effect of higher credit limits on cumula-

tive purchase volume on the treated card. Panel D of Table 5 shows the corresponding RD estimates.

Over the first year, the higher borrowing levels on the treated card are almost perfectly explained

by increased purchase volume. For the lowest FICO score group, a $1 increase in credit limits raises

cumulative purchase volume over the first year by 56 cents, ADB on the treated card by 58 cents,

and balances across all cards by 59 cents. For the highest FICO score group, the increase in cumulative

purchase volume is 22 cents, which is almost identical to the 23 cent-increase in treated card ADB. Over

20The fact that we observe total credit card balances and not total ADB in the credit bureau data (see footnote 19) does
not affect our interpretation of the marginal increase in balances as a marginal increase in borrowing. In particular, one
might worry that the response of balances in the credit bureau data picks up an increase in credit card spending, without
an increase in total credit card borrowing. Such a response, which would not generate a stimulative effect on the economy,
could result if people switched their method of payment from cash to credit cards. However, in our setting this is unlikely
to be a concern. Among high FICO score borrowers, we observe no treatment effect on balances across all cards, suggesting
that neither spending nor borrowing was affected by the increase in credit limits. For lower FICO score borrowers, the
increase in balances across all credit cards maps one-for-one into the observed increase in ADB and interest bearing debt
on the treated credit card, again showing that we are not just picking up a shifting of payment methods from cash to credit
cards. This confirms that the change in total balances across all cards picks up the change in total borrowing across these
cards.
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longer time horizons, the cumulative increase in purchase volume outstrips the rise in ADB. This is

consistent with larger effects on overall spending than borrowing. Since we do not have information

on purchase volume across all credit cards or cash spending, we cannot rule out that the additional

purchase volume over longer time horizons results from shifts in the payment method.

MPB Take Away. The quasi-experimental variation in credit limits provides evidence of a large aver-

age MPB and substantial heterogeneity across FICO score groups. For the lowest FICO score group

(≤ 660), we find that a $1 increase in credit limits raises total borrowing by 59 cents at 12 months after

origination. This effect is explained by more spending rather than less pay-down of debt. For the

highest FICO score group (> 740), we estimate a 23% effect on the treated credit card that is entirely

explained by balance shifting, with a $1 increase in credit limits having no effect on total borrowing.

While these estimates are not representative of the entire population, they correspond to the set of ap-

plicants for new credit cards. This is the population most likely to respond to credit expansions, and

is thus of particular relevance to policymakers hoping to stimulate borrowing and spending through

the banking sector.

Our findings thus suggest that the effects of bank-mediated stimulus on borrowing and spending

will depend on whether credit expansions reach those low FICO score borrowers with large MPBs. On

the other hand, extending extra credit to low FICO score households who are more likely to default

might well conflict with other policy objectives, such as reducing the riskiness of bank balance sheets.

5 A Model of Optimal Credit Limits

In this section we present a model of optimal credit limits. We use this model to examine the effect

of a change in the cost of funds on credit limits and how primitives, such the degree of asymmetric

information, create heterogeneity in this effect. In Section 6 we estimate the parameters of this model,

allowing us to characterize banks’ marginal propensity to lend (MPL) to borrowers with different

FICO scores.

To see the value of our approach, consider the alternative of estimating pass-through of declines

in the cost of funds using time-series data. Appendix Figure A1 shows average credit limits for dif-

ferent FICO score groups over time as well as the cost of funds as reported by banks to the OCC. The

plots show that at the onset of the financial crisis, there was a sharp drop in the cost of funds and

a sharp drop in credit limits. Of course, the drop in credit limits was due, at least in part, to banks

anticipating worse future loan performance. However, a bivariate time-series analysis of these data
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would generate negative estimates of pass-through. Even with controls, a time-series analysis that is

unable to perfectly control for changes in expectations about future loan performance would generate

biased estimates.21

Naturally, our approach requires us to make alternative assumptions: namely that bank lending

responds optimally on average to changes in the cost of funds and that we can measure the incentives

faced by banks. We think both assumptions are reasonable in our setting. Credit card lending is highly

sophisticated and our estimates of bank incentives are fairly precise. Indeed, we show that observed

credit limits are close to the optimal credit limits implied by our model.

5.1 Credit Limits as the Primary Margin of Adjustment

In principle, banks could respond to a decline in the cost of funds by adjusting any number of contract

terms, including credit limits, interest rates, rewards, and fees. The empirical literature on contract

pricing in credit markets typically restricts attention to a single margin of adjustment. For example,

recent research on the auto market focuses on the determination of down-payment requirements for

subprime auto loans (Adams, Einav and Levin, 2009; Einav, Jenkins and Levin, 2012).

An attractive feature of studying the credit card market is that there is a body of evidence that

shows that interest rates are sticky and that credit limits are the primary margin of adjustment. The

research on interest rate stickiness builds on the seminal work of Ausubel (1991), which showed that

credit card interest rates do not vary with changes in the cost of funds (see Appendix Figure A3). The

literature has proposed a number of explanations for this interest rate stickiness, including limited

interest rate sensitivity by borrowers, collusion by credit card lenders, default externalities across

credit card lenders, and an adverse selection story whereby lower interest rates disproportionately

attract borrowers with higher default rates (Ausubel, 1991; Calem and Mester, 1995; Stavins, 1996;

Stango, 2000; Parlour and Rajan, 2001). In contrast to interest rates, credit limits vary significantly

over time. Appendix Figure A4 shows credit card credit limits and interest rates between 2000 and

2015, where for comparability the contract terms in year 2000 are normalized to 100%. Credit limits

vary substantially, with a peak-to-trough range of 86% of the initial value. Interest rates vary much

less, with a peak-to-trough range of 15% of the starting value.

For the analysis that follows, we therefore focus on credit limits as the single dimension of ad-

justment. We emphasize, however, that our empirical framework can be applied in other markets,

21Similarly, an approach that uses variation across banks is problematic because cross-bank differences in the cost of funds
are likely to be related to the strength of bank balance sheets, and the strength of the balance sheets may have a direct impact
on banks’ appetite to extend credit to consumers with different risk profiles.
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including those where there are other primary margins of adjustment. For instance, Fuster and Willen

(2010) show that most of the mortgage refinancing in response to the Federal Reserve’s quantitative

easing programs was done by households with higher FICO scores, with limited refinancing by lower

FICO score households. Our framework could be used to determine the extent to which adverse

selection in the lower FICO score segment of the market can provide an explanation for this result.

5.2 Model Setup

Consider a one-period lending problem in which a bank chooses a single credit limit CL for an ex-

ogenously defined group of borrowers, such as all consumers with the same FICO score, to maximize

profits.22 Let q(CL) describe how the quantity of borrowing depends on the credit limit, and let

MPB = q′(CL) indicate the consumers’ marginal propensity to borrow out of a credit expansion.

Banks earn revenue from interest charges and fees. Let r denote the interest rate, which is fixed

and determined outside of the model. Let F(CL) ≡ F(q(CL), CL) denote fee revenue, which can

depend on credit limits directly and indirectly through the effect of credit limits on borrowing.

The main costs for the bank are the cost of funds and chargeoffs. The bank’s cost of funds, c, can

be thought of as a refinancing cost but more broadly captures anything that affects the banks’ cost

of lending, including capital requirements and financial frictions. Let C(CL) ≡ C(q(CL), CL) denote

chargeoffs, which can also depend directly and indirectly on credit limits.23 The objective for the bank

is to choose a credit limit to maximize profits.24

max
CL

q(CL)(r− c) + F(CL)− C(CL). (5)

The optimal credit limit sets marginal profits to zero, or, equivalently, sets marginal revenue equal to

22This model is internally consistent with the credit limits discontinuities shown in Section 1. To rationalize this behavior,
we simply need banks to first segment consumers into groups based on FICO score ranges (621 to 660, 661 to 700, etc.)
and then set optimal credit limits for these groups of borrowers. A more complex model might allow these groups to be
endogenously defined in a way that trades off the benefits of more finely targeted credit limits with the informational or
organizational costs of this additional complexity.

23"Chargeoffs" refer to an expense incurred on the lender’s income statement when a debt is considered long enough past
due to be deemed uncollectible. For an open-ended account such as a credit card, regulatory rules usually require a lender
to charge off balances after 180 days of delinquency.

24The model abstracts from the extensive margin decision of whether or not to offer a credit card. To capture this margin,
the model could be extended to include a fixed cost of originating and maintaining a credit card account. In such a model,
borrowers would only receive a credit card if expected profits exceeded this fixed cost.
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marginal cost:

q′(CL)r + F′(CL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=MR(CL)

= q′(CL)c + C′(CL)︸ ︷︷ ︸
=MC(CL)

. (6)

We assume that marginal revenue crosses marginal cost "from above," i.e., MR(0) > MC(0) and

MR′(CL) < MC′(CL), so we are guaranteed to have an interior optimal credit limit.

We are interested in the effect on borrowing of a decrease in the cost of funds, which is given by

the total derivative − dq
dc . This can be decomposed into the product of the marginal propensity to lend

(MPL) and the marginal propensity to borrow (MPB):

−dq
dc

=−dCL
dc︸ ︷︷ ︸

=MPL

× dq
dCL︸︷︷︸
=MPB

(7)

In Section 4, we estimated the MPB directly using the quasi-experimental variation in credit limits.

We next discuss how we use our variation to estimate the MPL.

5.3 Pass-Through of a Decrease in the Cost of Funds

A decrease in the cost of funds reduces the marginal cost of extending each unit of credit and can

be thought of as a downward shift in the marginal cost curve. Since equilibrium credit limits are

determined by the intersection of marginal revenue and marginal cost (see Equation 6), the slopes

of marginal revenue and marginal costs determine the resulting change in equilibrium credit limits.

To see this, consider Figure 1 from the introduction. In Panel A, where marginal cost and marginal

revenue are relatively flat, a given downward shift in the marginal cost curve leads to a large increase

in equilibrium credit limits. In Panel B, where marginal cost and marginal revenue are relatively steep,

the same downward shift in the marginal cost curve leads to a smaller increase in credit limits.

Mathematically, the effect on credit limits of a decrease in the cost of funds can be derived by

applying the implicit function theorem to the first order conditions shown in Equation 6:

MPL = −dCL
dc

= − q′(CL)
MR′(CL)−MC′(CL)

(8)

The numerator is the marginal propensity to borrow (q′(CL) ≡ MPB) and scales the size of the effect

because a given decrease in the cost of funds induces a larger shift in marginal costs when credit card

holders borrow more on the margin. This is also the reason why the vertical axis in Figure 1 is divided
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by the MPB. The denominator is the slope of marginal profits MP′(CL) = MR′(CL) − MC′(CL).

The existence assumption, MR′(CL) < MC′(CL), guarantees the denominator is negative and thus

implies positive pass-through, MPL > 0. The MPL is decreasing as the downward sloping marginal

profits curve becomes steeper. Economically, we view the MPB and the slope of marginal profits as

"sufficient statistics" that capture the effect on pass-through of a number of underlying features of

the credit card market without requiring strong assumptions on the underlying model of consumer

behavior (see, Chetty, 2009, for more on this approach).

Perhaps the most important of these features is asymmetric information, which includes both

adverse selection and moral hazard.25 Since banks can adjust credit limits based on observable bor-

rower characteristics, they determine the optimal credit limit separately for each group of observably

identical borrowers. By selection, we therefore mean selection on information that the lender does

not observe or is prohibited from using by law. With adverse selection, higher credit limits dispro-

portionally raise borrowing among households with a greater probability of default, increasing the

marginal cost of extending more credit. This could occur because forward-looking households, who

anticipate defaulting in the future, strategically increase their borrowing. Alternatively, it could occur

because there are some households that are always more credit constrained, and these households

borrow more today and have a higher probability of default in the future. Regardless of the chan-

nel, adverse selection translates into a more positively sloped marginal cost curve, a more negatively

sloped marginal profit curve, and less pass-through.26

Higher credit limits could also affect marginal costs holding the composition of marginal borrow-

ers fixed. For instance, in Fay, Hurst and White’s (2002) model of consumer bankruptcy, the benefits

of filing for bankruptcy are increasing in the amount of debt while the costs of filing are fixed. The

implication is that higher credit limits, which raise debt levels, lead to higher default probabilities,

a more positively sloped marginal cost curve, and a lower rate of pass-through. This mechanism is

sometimes called moral hazard because the borrower does not fully internalize the cost of their deci-

sions when choosing how much to borrow and whether to default. However, a positive effect of credit

limits on borrowing does not require strategic behavior on the part of the borrower. For example, my-

opic consumers might borrow heavily out of an increase in credit limits, not because they anticipate

25See Einav, Finkelstein and Cullen (2010) and Mahoney and Weyl (2013) for a more in-depth discussion of how the slope
of marginal costs parameterizes the degree of selection in a market.

26In principle, selection could also be advantageous, with higher credit limits disproportionally raising borrowing among
households with a lower default probability. In this case, more advantageous selection would translate into a less negatively
sloped marginal profit curve, and more pass-through.
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defaulting next period, but because they down-weight the future.27

The slope of marginal revenue is equally significant in determining the MPL, and revenue from

fees (e.g., annual fees, late fees) is a key determinant of the slope of marginal revenue. In particular, fee

revenue does not scale one-for-one with credit card utilization. On the margin, an increase in credit

limits might increase fee revenue (e.g., by raising the probability a consumer renews her card and

pays next year’s annual fee), but not by a large amount. A decline in marginal fee revenue at higher

credit limits would translate into a more negatively sloped marginal revenue curve, a more negatively

sloped marginal profits curve, and less pass-through.

In Section 6, we directly estimate heterogeneity in the slope of marginal costs, marginal revenue,

and marginal profits by FICO score. This approach allows us to quantify the joint effect of a broad

set of factors such as moral hazard and adverse selection on pass-through without requiring us to

untangle their relative importance.

5.4 Empirical Implementation

Taking the model to the data involves three additional steps. First, our model of optimal credit limits

has one period, while our data are longitudinal with monthly outcomes for each account. To align

the data with the model, we aggregate the monthly data for each outcome into discounted sums over

various horizons, using a monthly discount factor of 0.996, which translates into an annual discount

factor of 0.95.28 With these aggregated data, the objective function for the bank is to set initial credit

limits to maximize the discounted flow of profits, which is a one period problem.29

A second issue involves the potential divergence between expected and realized profits. In our

model, marginal profits can be thought of as the expectation of marginal profits when the bank sets

initial credit limits. In the data, we do not observe these expected marginal profits but instead observe

the marginal profits realized by the bank. The simplest way to take our model to the data is to assume

that expected and realized marginal profits were the same during our time period. We show in Section

6 that realized marginal profits at prevailing credit limits were indeed very close to zero, suggesting

that banks’ expectations during our time period were approximately correct. We think this is not

27If greater debt levels reduce the rate of default – e.g., because increased credit access allows households to "ride out" tem-
porary negative shocks without needing to default – an increase in credit limits would result in lower default probabilities,
a less negatively sloped marginal profit curve, and more pass-through.

28In 2009, the weighted average cost of capital for the banking sector was 5.86%; in 2010 it was 5.11%, and in 2011 it was
4.27% (http://pages.stern.nyu.edu/~adamodar/). Our results are not sensitive to the choice of discount factor.

29While initial credit limits are highly persistent (see Section 3.1), credit limits can be changed following origination, which
affects the discounted sums. We assume that banks set initial credit limits in a dynamically optimal way, taking into account
their ability to adjust credit limits in the future. The envelope theorem then allows us to consider the optimization problem
facing a bank at card origination without specifying the dynamic process of credit limit adjustment.
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surprising, given the sophisticated, data-driven nature of credit card underwriting, with lenders using

randomized trials to continuously learn about the degree of selection and the profitability of adjusting

credit limits and other contract terms (e.g., Agarwal, Chomsisengphet and Liu, 2010).

Third, we need to estimate the slopes of outcomes, such as the discounted flow of marginal profits,

with respect to a change in credit limits. Our approach to estimating these slopes closely follows

the approach used in recent empirical papers on selection in health insurance markets (e.g., Einav,

Finkelstein and Cullen, 2010; Cabral, Geruso and Mahoney, 2014; Hackmann, Kolstad and Kowalski,

2015). Conceptually, our approach starts with the observation that each quasi-experiment provides us

with two moments. For example, we can recover marginal profits at the prevailing credit limit using

our credit limit regression discontinuities, and we can calculate average profits per dollar of credit

limits by dividing total profits by the prevailing credit limit. With two moments, we can then identify

any two-parameter curve for marginal profits, such as a linear specification that allows for a separate

intercept and slope.

Our baseline specification is to assume that marginal profits, and other outcomes, are linear in

credit limits. This specification is advantageous because it allows for internally consistent aggrega-

tion across outcomes; for instance, linear marginal costs and linear marginal revenue imply linear

marginal profits. The linear specification is also particularly transparent because the slope is cap-

tured by a single parameter that can be recovered in closed form. Specifically, if marginal profits are

given by MP(CL) = α + βCL, then average profits per dollar of credit limits are given by AP(CL) =∫ CL
X=0 α+βX dX

CL = α + 1
2 βCL, and the slope of marginal profits is therefore β = 2(MP(CL)−AP(CL))

CL . Intu-

itively, if marginal profits are much smaller than average profits (MP(CL) � AP(CL)), the marginal

profitability of lending must be rapidly declining in credit limits and marginal profits must be steeply

downward sloping (MP′(CL) = β < 0). Alternatively, if marginal profits are fairly similar to average

profits (MP(CL) ≈ AP(CL)), then marginal profits must be relatively flat (MP′(CL) = β ≈ 0).

6 Marginal Propensity to Lend

In Section 5, we showed how the MPL is determined by the negative ratio of the MPB and the slope

of marginal profits. In this section, we use the quasi-experimental variation in credit limits to estimate

how the slope of marginal profits varies across the FICO score distribution. We then combine these

slopes with our estimates of the MPB from Section 4 to estimate heterogeneity in the MPL.
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6.1 Average Costs, Revenues and Profits

To provide context, we first present basic facts on the profitability of the credit cards in our sample.

We define profits for a credit card account as the difference between total revenue and total costs.

Total revenue is the sum of interest charge revenue, fee revenue, and interchange income. We observe

interest charge revenue and fee revenue for each account in our data. Interchange fees are charged to

merchants for processing credit card transactions and scale proportionally with spending. Following

Agarwal et al. (2015b), we calculate interchange income for each account as 2% of purchase volume.

Total costs are the sum of chargeoffs, the cost of funds, rewards and fraud expenses, and op-

erational costs such as costs for debt collection, marketing, and customer acquisition. We observe

chargeoffs for each account in our data.30 We observe the cost of funds at the bank-month level in the

portfolio data and construct an account-level measure of the cost of funds by apportioning these costs

based on each account’s share of ADB. We calculate that reward and fraud expenses are 1.4% of pur-

chase volume and operational costs are 3.5% of ADB in the portfolio data, and construct account-level

values by applying these percentages to account-level purchase volume and ADB. See Agarwal et al.

(2015b) for additional discussion.

The middle section of Table 2 shows cumulative total costs and its components by FICO score

group at different time horizons after account origination. As before, we restrict the sample to credit

cards originated within 5 FICO score points of a credit limit quasi-experiment. Cumulative total costs

rise fairly linearly over time and are hump-shaped in FICO score. At 48 months after origination,

cumulative total costs are $588 for the lowest FICO score group (≤ 660), slightly more than $800

for the middle groups, and $488 for the highest FICO score group (> 740). Cumulative chargeoffs

generally account for more than half of these costs, although they are more important for lower FICO

score accounts and become relatively more important at longer time horizons. The cumulative cost of

funds declines from about 10% of total costs at 12 months after origination to about 5% at 60 months

after origination.

The right section of Table 2 shows cumulative total revenue and profits. Cumulative revenue,

like cumulative costs, grows fairly linearly over time. However, while cumulative costs are hump-

shaped in FICO score, cumulative revenue is decreasing. For instance, at 48 months after origination,

cumulative total revenue is more than $950 for the two lowest FICO groups, $863 for the second

highest FICO score group, and $563 for accounts in the highest FICO score group. Excluding the first

30We use the term "chargeoffs" to indicate gross chargeoffs minus recoveries, which are both observed in our data.
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year, interest charges make up approximately two-thirds of cumulative total revenue; fee revenue

accounts for approximately one-quarter and is particularly important for the lowest FICO score group.

Both interest charges and fees are somewhat less important for the highest FICO group. For these

accounts, interchange income is relatively more important, contributing approximately one-fifth of

total revenue.

The data on revenue and costs combine to produce average profits that are U-shaped in FICO

score. At 48 months, cumulative profits are $365 for the lowest FICO score group, $126 and $55 for

the middle two FICO groups, and $75 for accounts with the highest FICO score. Cumulative profits

within a FICO score group increase fairly linearly over time.

6.2 Marginal Probability of Default

We begin our analysis of pass-through by examining the causal effect of an increase in credit limits

on the probability of delinquency and default.31 A larger effect on default probabilities, all else equal,

corresponds to more upward-sloping marginal costs for two reasons: First, higher default probabili-

ties lead to higher chargeoffs on marginal borrowing, raising marginal costs. Second, higher default

probabilities lead to higher losses on infra-marginal borrowing, further increasing chargeoffs and the

slope of marginal costs.

Mathematically, if we allow total chargeoffs to be given by C(CL) = d(CL)q(CL), where d(CL) is a

default indicator and q(CL) the amount of borrowing, then the slope of marginal chargeoffs is given by

C′′(CL) = 2d′(CL)MPB(CL)+ d′′(CL)q(CL)+ d(CL)MPB′(CL). Since 2MPB(CL) > 0, a larger effect

on the probability of default (larger d′(CL)) corresponds to more upward-sloping marginal chargeoffs

(larger C′′(CL)) and thus more upward-sloping marginal costs, holding the other terms constant.

Figure 8 shows that an increase in credit limits has a large effect on the probability of delinquency

for the lower FICO score account holders and virtually no effect for the accounts with the highest

FICO scores. Panel A shows the effect on the probability that the account is at least 60 days past

due (60+ DPD), and Panel B shows the effect on the probability that the account is at least 90 days

past due (90+ DPD). For the lowest FICO score group, a $1,000 increase in credit limits raises the

probability of moderate delinquency (60+ DPD) within 4 years by 1.21 percentage points, on a base

31When a credit card borrower stops making at least the minimum monthly payment, the account is considered delin-
quent, or "past due." The regulator requires banks to "charge off" the account balance if an account is severely delinquent,
or more than 180 days past due. This requires them to record the outstanding receivables as a loss. Although banks charge
off severely delinquent accounts, the underlying debt obligations remain legally valid and consumers remain obligated to
repay the debts. As discussed above, our measure of the impact of delinquency on profits is the amount of chargeoffs net
any recoveries. We analyze the impact of higher credit limits both on intermediate delinquency stages (the probabilities of
being more than 60 or more than 90 days past due), as well as on chargeoffs, which are a key driver of marginal profits.
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of 16.5%, and raises the probability of a more serious delinquency (90+ DPD) within 4 years by 1.16

percentage points, on a base of 14.5%. The effect is less than two-thirds as large for accounts with

an intermediate FICO score and close to zero for accounts in the highest FICO score group. Table 6

shows the corresponding estimates. Appendix Figure A5 shows RD plots for the pooled sample of all

quasi-experiments.

We view this evidence as complementary to our main analysis of the slopes of marginal costs.

Large effects on the probability of delinquency among low FICO score borrowers indicate, holding

other terms equal, that the slope of marginal chargeoffs is steeper in the bottom part of the FICO

distribution. However, while the effects on delinquency are intuitive and straightforward to estimate,

they are not sufficient statistics for pass-through. First, the effects need to be dollarized to capture their

influence on marginal profits. Second, the estimates do not incorporate the effects of selection. For

instance, if borrowers with a higher default probability increase borrowing more strongly when credit

limits increase, marginal costs can be upward sloping with no effect on the probability of default. For

these reasons, we next estimate the slope of marginal profits, which is directly informative for the

MPL.

6.3 Slope of Marginal Profits and Components

The top row of Figure 9 considers the effect of increasing credit limits on marginal costs and marginal

chargeoffs. For each FICO score group, the grey bars on the left show the marginal effect of a $1

increase in credit limits at prevailing equilibrium credit limits; the black bars on the right show the

response of those marginal effects to a $1,000 increase in credit limits. The capped vertical lines show

95% confidence intervals constructed by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments. The estimates are

based on cumulative outcomes over a 4-year horizon, although we will show robustness of our con-

clusions to considering different time horizons. Columns 1 to 4 of Table 7 show the corresponding

estimates, and Panels A and B of Appendix Figure A6 present the standard RD plots for the pooled

sample of all quasi-experiments.

Marginal costs at prevailing credit limits decrease sharply by FICO score. For the lowest FICO

score borrowers (≤ 660), a $1 increase in credit limits raises cumulative costs over 4 years by 26.1

cents, mainly due to a 19.4 cent increase in chargeoffs. For the highest FICO score group (> 740), a $1

increase in credit limits raises cumulative costs by a much smaller 6.2 cents, with a 4.0 cent increase

in chargeoffs. As discussed in Section 5, what matters for pass-through, though, is not the level of

marginal costs at the prevailing credit limits, but what happens to these marginal costs as credit limits
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are increased. For the lowest FICO score group, marginal costs are steeply upward sloping, with a

$1,000 increase in credit limits raising marginal costs by 4.4 cents, or about one-fifth of the baseline

marginal effect. The upward slope is driven by higher marginal chargeoffs. For the higher FICO

score groups, a $1,000 increase in credit limits has virtually no effect on marginal costs and marginal

chargeoffs. These results are consistent with less selection and a smaller direct effect of credit limits

on default probabilities at higher FICO scores.

The middle row of Figure 9 examines the effect of increasing credit limits on cumulative marginal

revenue and cumulative marginal fee revenue. The plots are constructed identically to the plots for

costs and chargeoffs. Columns 5 to 8 of Table 7 show the corresponding estimates, and Panels C and D

of Appendix Figure A6 present the standard RD plots for the pooled sample of all quasi-experiments.

Marginal revenue at prevailing credit limits, shown by the grey bars, is decreasing in FICO score. For

the lowest FICO score group, a $1 increase in credit limits raises revenue by 20.8 cents. For the highest

FICO score group, a $1 increase in credit limits raises revenue by 5.9 cents.

Marginal revenue is steeply downward sloping for low FICO score borrowers and much flatter

for borrowers with higher FICO scores. For the lowest FICO score group, a $1,000 increase in credit

limits reduces marginal revenue by 6.4 cents, or about one-quarter of the baseline marginal effect. The

majority of this decline is due to a drop in marginal fee revenue.32 For the second lowest FICO score

group, a $1,000 increase in credit limits decreases marginal revenue by only 3.4 cents, and the decrease

is 1.2 cents for the higher FICO score groups. The steeper slope of marginal revenue at low FICO

scores is consistent with Table 2, which shows that fee revenue is particularly important for accounts

with low FICO scores. Since fee revenue does not scale with credit limits, a natural implication is

that marginal fee revenue declines more for low FICO score accounts, where it is more important on

average.

The bottom row of Figure 9 bring these results together into an analysis of cumulative marginal

profits at 48 months since account origination.33 Columns 9 and 10 of Table 7 show the corresponding

estimates and Panel E of Appendix Figure A6 presents the standard RD plot for the pooled sample

of all quasi-experiments. Marginal profits at prevailing credit limits, shown with the grey bars, are

virtually zero for the lowest and highest FICO score groups (0.0 cents and -0.3 cents, respectively) and

32Marginal fee revenue can, in principle, be negative. For instance, a higher credit limit that reduces the frequency of
over-limit fees is modeled as negative marginal fee revenue in our framework.

33We estimate the effect on marginal profits directly rather than constructing it as the difference between marginal revenue
and marginal cost. Estimating this effect directly maximizes statistical power but means that the effects do not aggregate
perfectly, i.e., our point estimates for the slopes of marginal revenue and marginal cost do not combine to deliver the point
estimate for the slope of marginal profit.
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slightly negative for the middle FICO score groups (-2.9 cents and -2.6 cents, respectively), indicating

that credit limits during our time period were approximately optimal ex post. While not the primary

focus of our research, the implication is that banks were not forgoing profitable lending opportunities

in the credit card market during our time period. This result provides support for the "no good risks"

explanation for limited credit supply during the Great Recession and pushes against the argument

that financial frictions prevented banks from exploiting profitable consumer lending opportunities.34

The slope of marginal profits is strongly negative for the lowest FICO score borrowers and be-

comes less negatively sloped at higher FICO scores. For the lowest FICO score group, a $1,000 increase

in credit limits reduces cumulative marginal profits over 48 months by 7.2 cents, driven by both lower

marginal revenue and higher marginal costs. In response to a $1,000 increase in credit limits, marginal

profits decline by 3.7 and 1.8 cents for the middle FICO groups, and by 0.4 cents for the group with

the highest FICO scores.

6.4 Marginal Propensity to Lend (MPL)

The final step in our analysis is to use the estimates above to calculate the MPL in response to a

decline in the cost of funds, which is given by the negative ratio of the cumulative MPB and the slope

of cumulative marginal profits, measured over the same horizon: MPL = − MPB
MP′(CL) (see Section 5).

Figure 10 shows the effect on credit limits of a permanent 1 percentage point decrease in the cost of

funds by FICO score group.35 For each FICO score group, we show estimates using data on cumulative

profits and ADB over time horizons of 12, 24, 36, and 48 months after origination. The capped vertical

lines show 95% confidence intervals constructed by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments.36

The plot shows a sharp increase in the MPL by FICO score. For the lowest FICO score group, a

1 percentage point decrease in the cost of funds raises credit limits by $239 when we use discounted

flows over 48 months to estimate the MPB and the slope of marginal profits. For consumers in the

highest FICO score group, the increase is approximately 5 times larger at $1,211. The estimates are

stable to measuring cumulative profits and ADB over different horizons. We use the 48 month values

34This is consistent with claims by James Chessen, the chief economist of the American Bankers Association, who ex-
plained reduced lending volumes by arguing that, "it’s a very risky time for any lender because the probability of loss is
greater, and they are being prudent in their approach to lending." (Wall Street Journal, 2009).

35While we consider the effect of a uniform 1 percentage point decrease in the cost of funds across FICO score groups, our
framework can be used to quantify the effects of reductions in the cost of funds that vary by the FICO score of the borrower.
For instance, due to higher capital charges, the cost of funds might be higher for low FICO score borrowers. More important,
policies such as the stress tests might have differentially increased the cost of lending to the low FICO score borrowers. Our
framework allows us to account for this type of heterogeneity by rescaling our estimates of the MPL by each FICO score
group’s specific change in the cost of funds.

36In particular, we draw 500 sets of experiments with replacement, and calculate MPL = MPB
−MP′(CL) using this bootstrap

sample. This procedure effectively allows the standard errors of the numerator and denominator to be correlated.
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as our preferred specification.37

6.5 Effect on Aggregate Borrowing

The effect of a decline in the cost of funds on aggregate borrowing is given by the product of MPL

and MPB.38 Panel A of Figure 11 shows the effect of a 1 percentage point decrease in the cost of funds

on credit limits by FICO score group. Panel B shows the MPB across all cards at 12 months after

origination by FICO score group, which captures the short-term effect on borrowing. Table 8 shows

the corresponding estimates.

MPL and MPB are strongly negatively correlated, with the highest MPL occurring for the ac-

counts with the lowest MPB. The bottom panel of Table 8 quantifies the importance of this negative

correlation by estimating the impact on aggregate borrowing under alternative assumptions. The first

row shows this calculation when the negative correlation is not taken into account, and the effect on

borrowing is given by the weighted average MPL × weighted average MPB, where we weight FICO

score groups by the total number of accounts within each group in the full sample (see Section 1.4).

The second row accounts for this correlation by first calculating MPL×MPB for each FICO group and

then averaging across the FICO groups. The point estimate for MPB is sometimes slightly negative for

the highest FICO group. Therefore, the third row shows our preferred version of the calculation where

we account for the correlation but bottom-code the MPB at zero. At a 12 month horizon, accounting

for the correlation reduces the effect on aggregate borrowing by 49%, relative to the estimate that does

not account for this correlation. This reduction is similar at longer time horizons.

7 Conclusion

The effectiveness of bank-mediated stimulus in raising household borrowing depends on whether

banks pass through credit expansions to households that want to borrow. We use panel data on all

credit cards issued by the 8 largest U.S. banks together with 743 credit limit regression discontinuities

to estimate the heterogeneity in banks’ marginal propensity to lend (MPL) to different households,

and heterogeneity in these households’ marginal propensity to borrow (MPB).

We find large differences in MPB across the FICO score distribution, with a $1 increase in credit

37Using cumulative flows over different time horizons involves a tradeoff. On the one hand, it allows us to better capture
potential life-cycle effects of credit card profitability. On the other hand, focusing on longer time horizons requires us to
restrict the analysis to accounts that were originated in the early part of our panel, which reduces the number of quasi-
experiments we can exploit. Reassuringly, our effects are robust to the choice of time horizon.

38This approach to calculating the effect on aggregate borrowing abstracts away from the existence of spending multipliers
or other general equilibrium effects, such as the possibility that additional spending from extra credit might reduce the rate
of default of other borrowers.
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limits raising total borrowing at 12 month after account origination by 59 cents for households with

the lowest FICO scores (≤ 660) while having no effect on households with the highest FICO scores

(> 740). Banks’ MPLs are negatively correlated with these MPBs, with a 1 percentage point reduction

in the cost of funds raising optimal credit limits by $239 dollars for households with FICO scores

below 660 versus $1,211 for households with FICO scores above 740. This is explained by steeper-

sloping marginal profits for lower FICO score borrowers. Banks pass through credit expansions least

to households that want to borrow the most, reducing the effectiveness of bank-mediated stimulus.
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Figure 2: Credit Limit Quasi-Experiments: Examples and Summary Statistics

(A) Origination Group without Quasi-Experiments
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(B) Origination Group without Quasi-Experiments
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(C) Origination Group with Quasi-Experiments
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(D) Origination Group with Quasi-Experiments
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(E) FICO Score Cutoffs for Quasi-Experiments
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(F) Number of Accounts Near Quasi-Experiments
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Note: Panels A to D show examples of average credit limits by FICO score for accounts in “origination groups” with
and without credit limit quasi-experiments. Origination groups are defined as all credit cards of the same product-type
originated by the same bank in the same month through the same loan channel. The horizontal axis shows FICO score
at origination. The blue line plots the average credit limit for accounts in FICO buckets of 5 (left axis); grey bars show
the total number of accounts originated in those buckets (right axis). Panels E and F show summary statistics for the
quasi-experiments. Panel E plots the number of quasi-experiments at each FICO score cutoff. Panel F plots the number of
accounts within 50 FICO score points of these quasi-experiments for each FICO score cutoff.
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Figure 3: Credit Limits and Cost of Credit Around Credit Limit Quasi-Experiments

(A) Credit Limits around Quasi-Experiments
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(B) Credit Limits around Placebo Experiments
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(C) APR around Quasi-Experiments
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(D) APR around Placebo Experiments
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(E) Zero Intro APR around Quasi-Experiments
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(F) Zero Intro APR around Placebo Experiments
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Note: Figure plots average credit limits (Panels A and B), average APR (Panels C and D), and average number of months
with zero introductory APR (Panels E and F; limited to originations with zero introductory APR). The left column plots
these outcomes around our 743 pooled quasi-experiments. We also control for other quasi-experiments within 50 FICO
score points in the same origination group. The right column plots the same outcomes around the same FICO score
cutoffs but for “placebo experiments” originated in the same month as the quasi-experiments in the left column but for
origination groups with no quasi-experiments at that FICO score. The horizontal axis shows FICO score at origination,
centered at the FICO score cutoff. Scatter plots show means of outcomes for 5-point FICO score buckets. Blue lines show
predicted values from second-order local polynomial regressions estimated separately on either side of the cutoff using
the Imbens and Kalyanaraman (2011) optimal bandwidth.
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Figure 4: Effect of FICO Score Cutoff on Credit Limits

(A) Distribution of First-Stage Coefficients
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(B) Persistence of a $1 Increase in Credit Limits
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Note: Panel A shows the distribution of credit limit increases at the FICO score cutoffs across our 743 credit limit
quasi-experiments. Panel B shows regression discontinuity estimates of the effect of a $1 increase in initial credit
limits on credit limits at different time horizons after account origination. Estimates are shown for FICO score groups,
defined at account origination. The corresponding estimates are shown in Table 4.
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Figure 5: Initial Borrower Characteristics Around Credit Limit Quasi-Experiments

(A) Number of Credit Card Accounts
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(E) Number of Payments 90+ DPD (Past 24 Months)
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(F) Total Number of Accounts Opened
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Note: Figure plots average borrower characteristics around our 743 pooled credit limit quasi-experiments. The hor-
izontal axis shows FICO score at origination, centered at the FICO score cutoff. The vertical axis shows the number
of credit card accounts (Panel A), total credit limit across all credit card accounts (Panel B), age of the oldest account
(Panel C), number of payments ever 90+ days past due (Panel D), number of payments 90+ days past due in last
24 months (Panel E), and the total number of accounts opened in the origination group where we observe the credit
limit quasi-experiment (Panel F). All borrower characteristics are as reported to the credit bureau at account origina-
tion. Scatter plots show means of outcomes for 5-point FICO score buckets. Blue lines show predicted values from
second-order local polynomial regressions estimated separately on either side of the cutoff using the Imbens and
Kalyanaraman (2011) optimal bandwidth.



Figure 6: Borrowing and Spending Around Credit Limit Quasi-Experiments
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(B) Interest Bearing Debt ($)
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(C) Balances Across All Cards At 12 Months ($)
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(D) Cumulative Purchase Volume At 12 Months ($)
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Note: Figure shows changes in borrowing quantities after 12 months around our 743 pooled credit limit quasi-
experiments; these plots are constructed as described in Figure 3. Panel A shows average daily balances on the treated
credit card. Panel B shows interest bearing debt on the treated card. Panel C shows total balances aggregated across all
credit cards held by the account holder. Panel D shows cumulative purchase volume on the treated card.



Figure 7: Marginal Propensity to Borrow
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(C) Balances Across All Cards ($)
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(D) Cumulative Purchase Volume ($)
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Note: Figure shows the effects of credit limits on borrowing and spending. We show regression discontinuity estimates
of the effect of $1 increase in credit limits for different FICO score groups and different time horizons after account
origination. FICO score groups are determined by FICO score at account origination. Panel A shows effects on average
daily balances on the treated credit card. Panel B shows effects on interest bearing debt on the treated card. Panel C
shows effects on total balances aggregated across all credit cards held by the account holder. Panel D shows effects on
cumulative purchase volume on the treated card. The corresponding estimates are shown in Table 5.



Figure 8: Probability of Delinquency
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(B) Probability 90+ Days Past Due (%)
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Note: Figure shows the effects of $1,000 increase in credit limits on the probability of delinquency for different FICO score
groups and different time horizons after account origination. Panel A shows effects on the probability of an account being
more than 60 days past due (60+ DPD) within the time horizon, Panel B on the probability of being more than 90 days
past due (90+ DPD) within the time horizon. FICO score groups are determined by FICO score at account origination.
The corresponding estimates are shown in Table 6.
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Figure 9: Marginal Effects and Response of Marginal Effects to a $1K Increase in Credit Limits
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(B) Marginal Chargeoffs
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(C) Marginal Total Revenue
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(D) Marginal Fee Revenue
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(E) Marginal Profits
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Note: Figure shows marginal effects and the effect of a $1,000 increase in credit limits on marginal effects by FICO
score group. We show these effects for total costs, chargeoffs (which are an important component of total costs),
total revenue, fee revenue (which is an important component of total revenue) and profits (which is defined as total
revenue minus total costs). We measure these variables cumulatively over a time horizon of 48 months after account
origination. For each measure, the grey bars shows the RD estimate of the marginal effect of a $1 increase in credit
limits at the prevailing equilibrium credit limit. The black bars show the impact of a $1,000 increase in credit limits
on this marginal effect. Vertical bars show 95% confidence intervals, constructed by bootstrapping across quasi-
experiments. FICO score groups are determined by FICO score at account origination. The corresponding estimates
are shown in Table 7.
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Figure 10: Marginal Propensity to Lend (MPL)
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Note: Figure shows the implied effect of a 1 percentage point reduction in the cost of borrowing on credit limits by FICO
score group. Estimates are produced using Equation 8. For each FICO score group, we show the implied increase in
credit limits when measuring both the slope of marginal profits and marginal borrowing over the first 12, 24, 36, and 48
months following origination. Vertical bars show 95% confidence intervals, constructed by bootstrapping across quasi-
experiments. FICO score groups are determined by FICO score at account origination. The corresponding estimates are
shown in Table 8.

Figure 11: Correlation between MPL and MPB
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(B) MPB Across All Cards: At 12 Months
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Note: Panel A shows the implied effect of a 1 percentage point reduction in the cost of borrowing on credit limits by
FICO score group. The effects are calculated using the marginal profit estimates shown in Figure 9 and Table 7, and are
shown on a log scale. Panel B shows the effect of a $1 increase in credit limits on borrowing across all cards by FICO
group. The corresponding estimates are shown in Table 8. Vertical bars show 95% confidence intervals, constructed
by bootstrapping across quasi-experiments. FICO score groups are determined by FICO score at account origination.
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Table 1: Quasi-Experiment-Level Summary Statistics, At Origination

Average S.D. Average S.D.

Credit Limit on Treated Card ($) Total Balances Across All Credit Card Accounts ($)

   Pooled 5,265 2,045    Pooled 9,551 3,469

   ≤660 2,561 674    ≤660 5,524 2,324

   661-700 4,324 1,090    661-700 9,956 2,680

   701-740 4,830 1,615    701-740 10,890 3,328

   >740 6,941 1,623    >740 9,710 3,326

APR on Treated Card (%) Credit Limit Across All Credit Card Accounts ($)

   Pooled 15.38 3.70    Pooled 33,533 14,627

   ≤660 19.63 5.43    ≤660 12,856 5,365

   661-700 14.50 3.65    661-700 26,781 7,524

   701-740 15.35 3.11    701-740 32,457 8,815

   >740 14.70 2.52    >740 44,813 12,828

Number of Credit Card Accounts Number Times 90+ DPD In Last 24 Months

   Pooled 11.00 2.93    Pooled 0.17 0.30

   ≤660 7.13 1.18    ≤660 0.93 0.31

   661-700 10.22 1.68    661-700 0.41 0.16

   701-740 11.12 2.34    701-740 0.29 0.10

   >740 12.63 2.92    >740 0.13 0.08

Age Oldest Account (Months) Number Accounts Currently 90+DPD

   Pooled 190.1 29.1    Pooled 0.03 0.03

   ≤660 162.0 26.3    ≤660 0.10 0.05

   661-700 180.1 19.9    661-700 0.02 0.02

   701-740 184.7 24.0    701-740 0.02 0.02

   >740 208.6 25.7    >740 0.01 0.01

Note: Table shows quasi-experiment-level summary statistics at the time of account origination, both pooled across our 743
quasi-experiments and split by FICO score groups. At the pooled level, for each quasi-experiment, we calculate the mean
value for a given variable across all of the accounts within 5 FICO score points of the cutoff. We then show the means and
standard deviations of these values across our 743 quasi-experiments. We follow the same procedure to obtain the means
and standard deviations by FICO score group.
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Table 2: Quasi-Experiment-Level Summary Statistics, Post Origination

		

≤660 661-700 701-740 >740 ≤660 661-700 701-740 >740 ≤660 661-700 701-740 >740

Credit	Limit	($) Cumulative	Purchase	Volume	($) Cumulative	Cost	of	Funds	($)

After	12	Months 2,652					 4,370					 4,964					 6,980					 After	12	Months 2,679					 2,579					 2,514					 2,943					 After	12	Months 14											 16											 16											 15											
After	24	Months 2,414					 4,306					 4,946					 7,071					 After	24	Months 3,583					 3,966					 3,910					 4,653					 After	24	Months 23											 29											 28											 25											
After	36	Months 2,301					 4,622					 5,047					 7,005					 After	36	Months 3,987					 4,834					 4,724					 5,525					 After	36	Months 28											 38											 36											 31											
After	48	Months 2,252					 4,525					 4,985					 6,944					 After	48	Months 4,223					 5,253					 5,162					 5,897					 After	48	Months 31											 43											 41											 34											
After	60	Months 2,290					 4,449					 4,601					 6,839					 After	60	Months 4,390					 5,509					 5,424					 6,095					 After	60	Months 33											 46											 44											 36											

ADB	($) Cumulative	Total	Costs	($) Cumulative	Total	Revenue	($)

After	12	Months 1,260					 2,160					 2,197					 2,101					 After	12	Months 122								 172								 169								 147								 After	12	Months 233								 192								 181								 175								
After	24	Months 1,065					 1,794					 1,719					 1,524					 After	24	Months 281								 451								 433								 304								 After	24	Months 474								 503								 439								 347								
After	36	Months 1,164					 1,734					 1,481					 1,343					 After	36	Months 459								 710								 644								 395								 After	36	Months 740								 793								 663								 449								
After	48	Months 1,079					 1,501					 1,260					 1,064					 After	48	Months 588								 845								 808								 488								 After	48	Months 953								 971								 863								 563								
After	60	Months 1,050					 1,465					 1,097					 1,084					 After	60	Months 712								 962								 901								 583								 After	60	Months 1,148					 1,126					 965								 669								

Average	Interest	Bearing	Debt	($) Cumulative	Chargeoffs	($) Cumulative	Interest	Charge	Revenue	($)

After	12	Months 864								 903								 811								 672								 After	12	Months 47											 67											 61											 35											 After	12	Months 106								 61											 52											 42											
After	24	Months 1,040					 1,676					 1,557					 1,294					 After	24	Months 178								 259								 245								 124								 After	24	Months 297								 295								 243								 159								
After	36	Months 1,068					 1,615					 1,344					 1,135					 After	36	Months 306								 443								 403								 190								 After	36	Months 484								 520								 420								 243								
After	48	Months 1,044					 1,416					 1,144					 924								 After	48	Months 403								 552								 524								 261								 After	48	Months 625								 669								 578								 340								
After	60	Months 1,020					 1,388					 1,001					 941								 After	60	Months 483								 634								 602								 322								 After	60	Months 760								 794								 657								 429								

Cumulative	Prob	Positive	Interest	Bearing	Debt	(%) Cumulative	Prob	60+	DPD	(%) Cumulative	Fee	Revenue		($)

After	12	Months 59.8% 37.1% 31.9% 26.8% After	12	Months 6.4% 4.1% 3.6% 1.6% After	12	Months 73											 79											 79											 74											
After	24	Months 83.6% 77.3% 68.9% 55.1% After	24	Months 12.0% 9.3% 8.2% 3.8% After	24	Months 129								 129								 121								 101								
After	36	Months 89.9% 82.7% 72.3% 59.2% After	36	Months 15.1% 12.2% 10.9% 5.2% After	36	Months 192								 173								 157								 116								
After	48	Months 92.1% 87.6% 75.6% 63.1% After	48	Months 16.5% 13.6% 12.2% 5.9% After	48	Months 254								 199								 187								 126								
After	60	Months 93.4% 89.0% 78.1% 66.9% After	60	Months 17.2% 14.4% 12.9% 6.2% After	60	Months 364								 310								 211								 101								

Total	Balances	Across	All	Cards	($) Cumulative	Prob	90+	DPD	(%) Cumulative	Profits	($)

After	12	Months 6,155					 10,546			 11,411			 10,528			 After	12	Months 4.8% 3.3% 2.9% 1.3% After	12	Months 111								 21											 12											 30											
After	24	Months 5,919					 10,521			 11,307			 10,703			 After	24	Months 10.2% 8.1% 7.2% 3.2% After	24	Months 194								 56											 9													 46											
After	36	Months 6,387					 10,716			 11,702			 11,267			 After	36	Months 13.2% 10.9% 9.7% 4.5% After	36	Months 281								 91											 23											 59											
After	48	Months 6,698					 10,437			 11,665			 11,137			 After	48	Months 14.5% 12.2% 10.9% 5.1% After	48	Months 365								 126								 55											 75											
After	60	Months 7,566					 10,591			 11,972			 12,490			 After	60	Months 15.2% 12.9% 11.5% 5.4% After	60	Months 436								 164								 63											 87											

FICO	Score	Group FICO	Score	Group FICO	Score	Group

Note: Table shows quasi-experiment-level summary statistics at different horizons after account origination by FICO score group. For each quasi-experiment, we calculate
the mean value for a given variable across all of the accounts within 5 FICO score points of the cutoff. We then show the means and standard deviations of these values
across the available quasi-experiments. Since later quasi-experiments are observed for shorter periods of time only, the set of experiments contributing to the averages
across different horizons is not constant. FICO score groups are defined at account origination.
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Table 3: Validity of Research Design: Discontinuous Increase at FICO Cutoff

Average Median Standard Devation Baseline

Credit Limit 1,472 1,282 796 5,265

APR (%) 0.017 -0.005 0.388 15.38

Months to Rate Change 0.027 0.016 0.800 13.37

Number of Credit Card Accounts 0.060 0.031 0.713 11.00

Total Credit Limit - All Accounts 151 28 2,791 33,533

Age Oldest Account (Months) 1.034 0.378 11.072 190.11

Number Times 90+ DPD - Last 24 Months 0.010 0.002 0.111 0.169

Number Accounts 90+ DPD - At Origination 0.001 0.001 0.017 0.026

Number Accounts 90+DPD - Ever 0.004 0.003 0.095 0.245

Number of Accounts Originated 10.21 4.38 47.61 580.12

Distribution of Jump Across Quasi-Experiments

Note: Table shows the reduced-form discontinuous increase (“jump”) in outcome variables at the FICO score cutoff, cor-
responding to the numerator of Equation 3. All variables are measured at account origination, allowing us to inspect the
validity of the research design. We present the average, median, and standard deviation of this jump across our 743 quasi-
experiments. We also present the average value of the variable at the cutoff (“baseline”), allowing us to judge the economic
significance of any differences.

Table 4: Persistence of Credit Limit Effect

12 24 36 48 60

FICO

≤660 0.93 0.92 0.93 0.93 0.97

[0.91 , 0.96] [0.87 , 0.96] [0.87 , 0.99] [0.83 , 1.03] [0.83 , 1.17]

661-700 0.94 0.90 0.85 0.78 0.78

[0.92 , 0.95] [0.87 , 0.92] [0.81 , 0.88] [0.7 , 0.85] [0.66 , 0.93]

701-740 0.95 0.93 0.89 0.82 0.80

[0.94 , 0.97] [0.9 , 0.95] [0.85 , 0.91] [0.75 , 0.88] [0.68 , 0.91]

>740 0.95 0.92 0.91 0.88 0.93

[0.94 , 0.96] [0.9 , 0.94] [0.87 , 0.93] [0.81 , 0.94] [0.82 , 1.12]

Months After Account Origination

Note: Table shows regression discontinuity estimates of the effect of a $1 increase in initial credit limits on credit limits at
different time horizons after account origination and by FICO score group, defined at account origination. 95% confidence
intervals are constructed by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments, and are presented in square brackets.
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Table 5: Marginal Propensity to Borrow

12 24 36 48 60

Panel	A:	Average	Daily	Balance
FICO
≤660 0.58 0.51 0.53 0.49 0.40

[0.54	,	0.64] [0.46	,	0.56] [0.46	,	0.58] [0.39	,	0.58] [0.32	,	0.5]
661-700 0.47 0.39 0.32 0.26 0.20

[0.44	,	0.49] [0.35	,	0.41] [0.29	,	0.35] [0.22	,	0.3] [0.15	,	0.25]
701-740 0.43 0.31 0.27 0.21 0.15

[0.4	,	0.45] [0.28	,	0.33] [0.23	,	0.29] [0.17	,	0.25] [0.1	,	0.2]
>740 0.23 0.14 0.13 0.14 0.14

[0.2	,	0.25] [0.11	,	0.17] [0.09	,	0.16] [0.09	,	0.18] [0.08	,	0.2]

Panel	B:	Interest	Bearing	Debt
FICO
≤660 0.32 0.50 0.48 0.49 0.40

[0.28	,	0.37] [0.44	,	0.56] [0.42	,	0.56] [0.37	,	0.57] [0.3	,	0.51]
661-700 0.22 0.37 0.30 0.25 0.22

[0.2	,	0.24] [0.34	,	0.4] [0.26	,	0.33] [0.21	,	0.29] [0.16	,	0.29]
701-740 0.16 0.28 0.24 0.18 0.12

[0.14	,	0.18] [0.25	,	0.31] [0.21	,	0.27] [0.15	,	0.22] [0.07	,	0.18]
>740 0.08 0.13 0.12 0.12 0.11

[0.06	,	0.1] [0.1	,	0.16] [0.08	,	0.15] [0.07	,	0.16] [0.06	,	0.19]

Panel	C:	Total	Balance	Across	All	Cards
FICO
≤660 0.59 0.54 1.00 0.96 1.27

[0.39	,	0.86] [0.18	,	0.93] [0.5	,	1.5] [0.23	,	1.8] [-0.06	,	2.49]
661-700 0.46 0.42 0.48 0.59 0.43

[0.3	,	0.59] [0.25	,	0.58] [0.23	,	0.67] [0.13	,	0.9] [-0.33	,	1.13]
701-740 0.32 0.21 0.24 0.35 0.49

[0.17	,	0.46] [0.04	,	0.37] [0.03	,	0.43] [0.04	,	0.63] [-0.44	,	1.32]
>740 -0.05 -0.08 -0.19 0.05 0.29

[-0.16	,	0.06] [-0.24	,	0.08] [-0.44	,	0.1] [-0.39	,	0.41] [-0.48	,	1.03]

Panel	D:	Cumulative	Purchase	Volume	
FICO
≤660 0.56 0.78 0.94 0.98 0.99

[0.49	,	0.66] [0.64	,	0.95] [0.75	,	1.14] [0.78	,	1.2] [0.79	,	1.21]
661-700 0.35 0.52 0.58 0.60 0.62

[0.31	,	0.4] [0.45	,	0.6] [0.49	,	0.68] [0.5	,	0.7] [0.51	,	0.73]
701-740 0.33 0.47 0.56 0.60 0.60

[0.28	,	0.38] [0.4	,	0.54] [0.46	,	0.63] [0.5	,	0.68] [0.5	,	0.7]
>740 0.22 0.31 0.36 0.40 0.44

[0.19	,	0.26] [0.25	,	0.37] [0.27	,	0.44] [0.32	,	0.49] [0.34	,	0.54]

Months	After	Account	Origination

Note: Table shows regression discontinuity estimates of the effect of a $1 increase in credit limits on borrowing and
spending. Panel A shows effects on average daily balances on the treated credit card. Panel B shows effects on total
balances across all credit cards held by the account holder. Panel C shows effects on cumulative purchase volume on the
treated credit card. Columns show effects at different time horizons after account origination. Within each panel, rows
show effects for different FICO score groups, defined at account origination. 95% confidence intervals are constructed
by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments, and are presented in square brackets.
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Table 6: Probability of Deliquency

12 24 36 48 60

Panel A: 60+ Days Past Due (%)

FICO

≤660 0.10 0.57 0.71 1.21 1.38

[-0.58 , 0.66] [-0.15 , 1.29] [-0.03 , 1.69] [0.4 , 2.07] [0.75 , 2.19]

661-700 0.23 0.57 0.67 0.86 0.87

[-0.04 , 0.53] [0.2 , 0.94] [0.25 , 1.1] [0.45 , 1.25] [0.46 , 1.27]

701-740 0.28 0.55 0.63 0.68 0.67

[0.06 , 0.51] [0.22 , 0.86] [0.27 , 1.01] [0.33 , 1.03] [0.33 , 1.02]

>740 -0.19 -0.16 -0.20 -0.32 -0.33

[-0.39 , -0.03] [-0.45 , 0.04] [-0.52 , 0.01] [-0.65 , -0.08] [-0.64 , -0.11]

Panel B: 90+ Days Past Due (%)

FICO

≤660 0.10 0.22 0.77 1.16 1.07

[-0.4 , 0.68] [-0.66 , 0.96] [-0.01 , 1.62] [0.46 , 1.96] [0.53 , 1.83]

661-700 0.19 0.42 0.68 0.80 0.74

[-0.02 , 0.45] [0.09 , 0.8] [0.3 , 1.05] [0.44 , 1.17] [0.36 , 1.1]

701-740 0.26 0.62 0.73 0.74 0.74

[0.09 , 0.47] [0.33 , 0.92] [0.39 , 1.05] [0.42 , 1.06] [0.41 , 1.06]

>740 -0.06 -0.07 -0.06 -0.17 -0.19

[-0.22 , 0.09] [-0.3 , 0.14] [-0.37 , 0.14] [-0.48 , 0.05] [-0.49 , 0.02]

Months After Account Origination

Note: Table shows regression discontinuity estimates of the effect of an increase in credit limits on the probability of
delinquency. Panel A shows the effects of a $1,000 increase in credit limits on the probability that the account is at least
60 days past due (60+ DPD); Panel B shows effects on the probability that the account is at least 90 days past due (90+
DPD). Columns show effects at different time horizons after account origination. Within each panel, rows show effects for
different FICO score groups, defined at account origination. 95% confidence intervals are constructed by bootstrapping
over quasi-experiments, and are presented in square brackets.
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Table 7: Marginal Effects and Response of Marginal Effects to a $1,000 Increase in Credit Limits

Marginal	Effect
Response	of	

Marginal	Effect	
to	$1K	Increase

Marginal	Effect
Response	of	

Marginal	Effect	
to	$1K	Increase

Marginal	Effect
Response	of	

Marginal	Effect	
to	$1K	Increase

Marginal	Effect
Response	of	

Marginal	Effect	
to	$1K	Increase

Marginal	Effect
Response	of	

Marginal	Effect	
to	$1K	Increase

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10)
FICO
≤660 0.261 0.044 0.194 0.046 0.208 -0.064 0.023 -0.036 0.000 -0.072

[0.219,	0.315] [0.011,	0.075] [0.148,	0.24] [0.01,	0.076] [0.16,	0.267] [-0.108,	-0.017] [0.007,	0.031] [-0.052,	-0.022] [-0.041,	0.05] [-0.128,	-0.019]

661-700 0.176 0.004 0.129 0.010 0.144 -0.034 0.014 -0.016 -0.029 -0.037
[0.151,	0.203] [-0.01,	0.012] [0.105,	0.155] [-0.002,	0.017] [0.127,	0.16] [-0.045,	-0.025] [0.009,	0.018] [-0.02,	-0.012] [-0.057,	-0.005] [-0.051,	-0.025]

701-740 0.160 0.007 0.116 0.009 0.128 -0.012 0.017 -0.007 -0.026 -0.018
[0.137,	0.183] [-0.002,	0.014] [0.094,	0.137] [0,	0.016] [0.113,	0.143] [-0.018,	-0.006] [0.013,	0.02] [-0.009,	-0.006] [-0.048,	-0.005] [-0.027,	-0.009]

>740 0.062 -0.007 0.040 -0.003 0.059 -0.012 0.009 -0.004 -0.003 -0.004
[0.043,	0.08] [-0.012,	-0.002] [0.02,	0.057] [-0.006,	0.002] [0.045,	0.073] [-0.015,	-0.007] [0.005,	0.011] [-0.005,	-0.003] [-0.02,	0.012] [-0.01,	-0.001]

Total	Costs Chargeoffs Total	Revenue Fees Profits

Note: Table shows marginal effects, and the response of marginal effects to a $1,000 increase in credit limits by FICO score group. We show these effects for total costs,
chargeoffs (which is an important component of total costs), total revenue, fee revenue (which is an important component of total revenue) and profits (which is defined
as total revenue minus total costs). We measure these variables over a time horizon of 48 months after account origination. For each measure, the left column shows
the RD estimate of the marginal effect of a $1 increase in credit limits at the prevailing equilibrium level, and the right column shows the response of that marginal
effect to a $1,000 increase in credit limits. Rows show effects for different FICO score groups, defined at account origination. 95% confidence intervals are constructed
by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments, and are presented in square brackets.
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Table 8: Marginal Propensity to Lend ×Marginal Propensity to Borrow

MPL 12	Months 24	Months 36	Months 48	Months 60	Months

FICO
≤660 239 0.59 0.54 1.00 0.96 1.27

[135,	660] [0.39	,	0.86] [0.18	,	0.93] [0.5	,	1.5] [0.23	,	1.8] [-0.06	,	2.49]
661-700 305 0.46 0.42 0.48 0.59 0.43

[208,	472] [0.3	,	0.59] [0.25	,	0.58] [0.23	,	0.67] [0.13	,	0.9] [-0.33	,	1.13]
701-740 564 0.32 0.21 0.24 0.35 0.49

[359,	1077] [0.17	,	0.46] [0.04	,	0.37] [0.03	,	0.43] [0.04	,	0.63] [-0.44	,	1.32]
>740 1211 -0.05 -0.08 -0.19 0.05 0.29

[581,	5708] [-0.16	,	0.06] [-0.24	,	0.08] [-0.44	,	0.1] [-0.39	,	0.41] [-0.48	,	1.03]

Weighted	Average 671 0.28 0.23 0.33 0.45 0.62

12	Months 24	Months 36	Months 48	Months 60	Months

Without	Accounting	for	Correlation 188.29 153.75 224.55 301.37 418.69

Accounting	for	Correlation 73.49 42.38 32.03 153.15 288.37

Accounting	for	Correlation	+	Lower	Bound 95.62 79.03 116.43 153.15 288.37

MPB	Across	All	Cards

MPL	X	MPB

Note: Table shows the effect of a reduction in the cost of funds on lending and borrowing. The first column of the top panel
shows the effect of a permanent 1 percentage point reduction in the cost of funds on credit limits (MPL), constructed using
cumulative profits and borrowing estimates over 48 months after account origination. The remaining columns reproduce
the MPB estimates from Table 5 at different time horizons after account origination. Both estimates are shown by FICO score
group, defined at account origination. 95% confidence intervals are constructed by bootstrapping over quasi-experiments,
and are presented in square brackets. The bottom panel shows the implied stimulative effect at these same time horizons.
The estimates that do not account for correlation are calculated as weighted average MPL × weighted average MPB. The
estimates that account for this correlation are constructed by first calculating MPL × MPB for each FICO score group and
then taking the weighted average. In the last row we set the (statistically insignificant) negative coefficient for MPB for high
FICO score borrowers to zero. Weighted averages are produced by weighting each group by the share of credit card holders
with that FICO score in our data (see Section 1.4 and Appendix Figure A2).
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DO BANKS PASS THROUGH CREDIT EXPANSIONS TO
CONSUMERS WHO WANT TO BORROW?

Online Appendix

Sumit Agarwal Souphala Chomsisengphet Neale Mahoney Johannes Stroebel

A Review of Policy Interventions Partially Aimed at Stimulating Lending
This appendix describes policy interventions during the Great Recession that were at least partially
aimed at encouraging more consumer lending. We analyze the objectives of policies in both the U.S.
and in Europe. For the U.S., we consider programs aimed at improving banks’ ability to cheaply
refinance themselves in short-term funding markets, such as the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan
Facility (TALF) program and the Term Auction Facility (TAF) program (Section A.1). We also discuss
programs created to increase the availability of affordable capital for U.S. banks (Section A.2), such as
the Capital Purchase Program (CCP) and the Capital Assistance Program (CAP). We document that
these programs had at least the partial objective of increasing credit availability for U.S. households.
We also discuss the "Funding for Lending Scheme" at the Bank of England (Section A.3) and the Tar-
geted Longer-Term Refinancing Operations (TLTRO) at the European Central Bank (Section A.4).

A.1 U.S. programs focused on short-term funding markets

In the U.S., a number of programs were set up with the explicit aim of increasing credit availability for
households and firms by reducing the costs at which financial institutions could refinance themselves
in short-term funding markets. These programs can be viewed within the framework in Section 5 as
attempts to reduce the cost of funds, c.

The Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) was announced on November 25, 2008,
and was aimed at supporting the issuance of asset-backed securities (ABS) collateralized by student
loans, auto loans, credit card loans, and loans guaranteed by the Small Business Administration. Un-
der TALF, the Federal Reserve Bank of New York lent up to $200 billion (later expanded to $1 trillion)
to holders of certain AAA-rated ABS backed by newly and recently originated consumer and small
business loans. The following sources discuss the anticipated impact of this program on the total sup-
ply of credit available to the population. They document that an increase in credit availability (and
thus borrowing volumes) was a key policy goal of TALF.

(A) Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Press Release, November 25, 2008: "The Federal
Reserve Board on Tuesday announced the creation of the Term Asset-Backed Securities Loan
Facility (TALF), a facility that will help market participants meet the credit needs of households
and small businesses by supporting the issuance of asset-backed securities (ABS) collateralized
by student loans, auto loans, credit card loans, and loans guaranteed by the Small Business
Administration (SBA). [. . . ] New issuance of ABS declined precipitously in September and came
to a halt in October. At the same time, interest rate spreads on AAA-rated tranches of ABS
soared to levels well outside the range of historical experience, reflecting unusually high risk
premiums. The ABS markets historically have funded a substantial share of consumer credit and
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SBA-guaranteed small business loans. Continued disruption of these markets could significantly
limit the availability of credit to households and small businesses and thereby contribute to
further weakening of U.S. economic activity. The TALF is designed to increase credit availability
and support economic activity by facilitating renewed issuance of consumer and small business
ABS at more normal interest rate spreads." [Link]

(B) Janet L. Yellen, President and CEO, Federal Reserve Bank of San Francisco, Presentation to the Annual
AEA/ASSA Conference, January 4, 2009: "For example, the new Term Asset-Backed Securities
Loan Facility (TALF) is a joint program between the Federal Reserve and the Treasury, using
TARP funds, and is designed to improve the flow of credit to households and businesses." [Link]

(C) Testimony by Elizabeth A. Duke, Member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, "Credit
availability and prudent lending standards," Committee on Financial Services, U.S. House of Repre-
sentatives, March 25, 2009: "[T]he Federal Reserve and the Treasury recently launched the Term
Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) to facilitate the extension of credit to households
and small businesses." [Link]

(D) U.S. Department of the Treasury website, "Credit Market Programs." Accessed July 7, 2015: "The Term
Asset-Backed Securities Loan Facility (TALF) is a joint program with the Federal Reserve. The
program was launched in March 2009 with the aim of helping to restart the asset-backed secu-
ritization (ABS) markets that provide credit to consumers and small businesses. The financial
crisis severely impacted these markets. Under this program, the Federal Reserve Bank of New
York made non-recourse loans to buyers of AAA-rated asset-backed securities to help stimulate
consumer and business lending. Treasury used TARP funds to provide credit support for these
loans." [Link]

Similarly, a somewhat more general program – the Term Auction Facility (TAF) – was set up to pro-
vide short-term collateralized loans to U.S. financial institutions that are judged to be in sound finan-
cial condition by their local reserve banks. TAF ran between December 17, 2007 and March 8, 2010.
The Fed described the aims of this program as below:

(A) Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve System, Press Release, October 6, 2008: "Consistent with this
increased scope, the Federal Reserve also announced today additional actions to strengthen its
support of term lending markets. Specifically, the Federal Reserve is substantially increasing the
size of the Term Auction Facility (TAF) auctions, beginning with today’s auction of 84-day funds.
These auctions allow depository institutions to borrow from the Federal Reserve for a fixed term
against the same collateral that is accepted at the discount window; the rate is established in the
auction, subject to a minimum set by the Federal Reserve. In addition, the Federal Reserve and
the Treasury Department are consulting with market participants on ways to provide additional
support for term unsecured funding markets. Together these actions should encourage term
lending across a range of financial markets in a manner that eases pressures and promotes the
ability of firms and households to obtain credit." [Link]
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A.2 U.S. programs focused on level and cost of bank capital

In addition to programs aimed at providing liquidity through improving the state of short-term fund-
ing markets, U.S. policies also focused on improving the capital position of U.S. banks. Two important
programs with that objective, both using resources of the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP), were
the Capital Purchase Program (CPP) and the Capital Assistance Program (CAP).

Under the first program, the CCP, nine financial institutions received new capital injections on Oc-
tober 28, 2008, with 42 other institutions participating in the CPP through purchases made on Novem-
ber 14, 2008 and November 21, 2008.

(A) U.S. Department of the Treasury website, "Capital Purchase Program." Accessed August 3, 2015: "The
Capital Purchase Program (CPP) was launched to stabilize the financial system by providing
capital to viable financial institutions of all sizes throughout the nation. Without a viable banking
system, lending to businesses and consumers could have frozen and the financial crisis might
have spiraled further out of control. Based on market indicators at the time, it became clear that
financial institutions needed additional capital to absorb losses and restart the flow of credit to
businesses and consumers. In this context, immediate capital injections into financial institutions
were necessary to avert a potential collapse of the system." [Link]

(B) Statement by Secretary Henry M. Paulson, Jr. on Capital Purchase Program, October 20, 2008: "We
expect all participating banks to continue to strengthen their efforts to help struggling home-
owners who can afford their homes avoid foreclosure. Foreclosures not only hurt the families
who lose their homes, they hurt neighborhoods, communities and our economy as a whole. [. . . ]
Our purpose is to increase confidence in our banks and increase the confidence of our banks, so
that they will deploy, not hoard their capital. And we expect them to do so, as increased confi-
dence will lead to increased lending. This increased lending will benefit the U.S. economy and
the American people." [Link]

(C) Testimony by Elizabeth A. Duke, Member of the Board of Governors of the Federal Reserve, "Credit avail-
ability and prudent lending standards," Committee on Financial Services, U.S. House of Representatives,
March 25, 2009: "The U.S. Treasury, the Federal Deposit Insurance Corporation (FDIC), and the
Federal Reserve have taken a number of actions to strengthen the financial sector and to pro-
mote the availability of credit to businesses and households. This included injecting additional
capital into banks, increasing FDIC deposit coverage, providing guarantees of selected senior
bank obligations and noninterest-bearing deposits, and establishing new liquidity facilities to
financial markets." [Link]

The Treasury’s Financial Stability Plan also included an element to improve the capital position of U.S.
banks – the Capital Assistance Program (CAP).

(A) Remarks by Treasury Secretary Timothy Geithner, "Introducing the Financial Stability Plan," February
10, 2009: "First, we’re going to require banking institutions to go through a carefully designed
comprehensive stress test, to use the medical term. We want their balance sheets cleaner, and
stronger. [...] Those institutions that need additional capital will be able to access a new funding
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mechanism that uses funds from the Treasury as a bridge to private capital. The capital will
come with conditions to help ensure that every dollar of assistance is used to generate a level
of lending greater than what would have been possible in the absence of government support."
[Link]

A.3 U.K. Funding for Lending Scheme

Programs aimed at increasing lending of banks to households and firms were not limited to the U.S.;
in the U.K., the Bank of England’s "Funding for Lending Scheme" (FLS) was set up precisely with the
purpose of banks passing through credit expansions to households and firms:

(A) Bank of England, News Release, July 13, 2012: "The FLS is designed to boost lending to the real
economy. Banks and building societies that increase lending to UK households and businesses
will be able to borrow more in the FLS, and do so at lower cost than those that scale back lending.
[. . . ] The FLS is designed to encourage broad participation so that as many institutions as pos-
sible have incentives to lend more to the UK real economy through, for example, business loans
and residential mortgages, than they otherwise would have. [. . . ] Commenting on the launch of
the Scheme, the Governor of the Bank of England said: [. . . ] ‘That will encourage banks to make
loans to families and businesses both cheaper and more easily available’. The Chancellor of the
Exchequer said: ‘Today’s announcements aim to make mortgages and loans cheaper and more
easily available, providing welcome support to businesses that want to expand and families as-
piring to own their own home. The Treasury and the Bank of England are taking coordinated
action to inject new confidence into our financial system and support the flow of credit to where
it is needed in the real economy.’" [Link]

(B) Spencer Dale, Executive Director, Monetary Policy, and Chief Economist, Bank of England, "Limits of
Monetary Policy," September 8, 2012: "Most recently, the Bank, together with the Government,
has launched the Funding for Lending Scheme (FLS), which provides banks with an alternative
cheaper source of funding tied to the extent to which they expand lending to the UK real econ-
omy. [. . . ] It is bigger and bolder than any scheme tried so far to get the banks lending. In terms
of the cost at which funding is being made available, the maturity of that funding and, most
importantly, the strong price incentives it provides to banks to expand their lending. By helping
to improve the availability of bank lending to companies and households who previously have
been effectively starved of credit, it could have a significant effect on demand. Moreover, if some
of the recent poor supply side performance of our economy does stem from the constraints on
the flow of credit, it may also help to ease that friction." [Link]

A.4 European Central Bank’s Targeted Longer-Term Refinancing Operation

More recently, the European Central Bank (ECB) also set up programs to support bank lending to the
real economy – the targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTRO). In these operations, banks
are entitled to borrow from the ECB, conditional on their lending to the private non-financial sector,
with loans to households for house purchase being excluded.

(A) Mario Draghi, President of the ECB, "Introductory Statement," Hearing at the Committee on Economic
and Monetary Affairs of the European Parliament, July 14, 2014: "[O]ur TLTROs are tailored to in-
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centivise bank lending to the real economy in the euro area. The TLTROs will provide long-term
funding to participating banks. This should ease their financing costs, allowing banks to pass
on such attractive conditions to their customers. This will ease credit conditions and stimulate
credit creation. Moreover, the growth of our balance sheet as a result of a significant take-up
in our TLTROs will put downward pressure on interest rates in the money markets. This will
contribute further to lowering the banking sector’s funding costs. However, the TLTROs will
not merely provide long-term funding. The TLTROs are targeted operations: the stronger the
flows of new net lending to non-financial corporations and consumers (relative to a specified
benchmark), the higher the amount that banks will be permitted to borrow from the Eurosystem
at very attractive terms and conditions over a period of up to four years. Hence, we have built
in strong incentives for banks to expand their lending beyond original plans – both banks with
a recent record of positive lending and those that have been deleveraging." [Link]

(B) Peter Praet, Member of the Executive Board of the ECB, "Current Issues of Monetary Policy," July 3,
2014: "In this context, the Governing Council decided last month to adopt several credit eas-
ing measures – by which I mean, measures aimed at ensuring that the accommodative policy
stance is translated into a corresponding easing in credit conditions. In particular, these mea-
sures include a series of targeted longer-term refinancing operations (TLTROs) aimed at easing
credit conditions. The TLTROs are expected to ease overly tight lending conditions, lower lend-
ing rates and stimulate credit volumes through several channels. The first and most important
channel is through a reduction in term funding costs for banks. Funding relief, however, does
not per se guarantee better credit conditions for banks’ customers, unless the supply of loans
shifts in parallel and lending mark-ups are kept constant or even pushed down. This is why
the targeted nature of the TLTRO is important: by making funding relief conditional on gener-
ation of new lending volumes, the TLTRO will encourage a shift outward in the credit supply
curve. By simply moving along the demand schedule, this outward shift will reduce the price
for lending while increasing new loans. If banks do not manage to exceed a certain benchmark
in terms of net lending, they will not benefit from the TLTRO. This shows that the TLTROs are
indeed targeted, rather than a broad-based unconditional provision of liquidity as in the case of
the earlier 3-year LTROs." [Link]
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Figure A1: Credit Limits and Cost of Funds in Time Series
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(F) FICO > 800
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Note: Figure shows average credit limits on newly originated credit cards (solid line) and average cost of funds
(dashed line) over time by FICO score group.
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Figure A2: FICO Score, Population Distribution
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Note: Figure shows the distribution over FICO scores of all credit cards issued by the banks in our sample, averaged
over the period January 2008 to December 2013.
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Figure A3: Credit Card Interest Rates vs. Federal Funds Rate
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Note: Figure shows the year-on-year change in credit card interest rates and year-on-year change in Federal Funds
Rate between 1974 and 2015. Before 1994, credit card interest rates were those reported in the Federal Reserve’s
"Quarterly Report of Interest Rates on Selected Direct Installment Loans." From 1994 onwards, credit card interest
rates are from the Federal Reserve’s "Quarterly Report of Credit Card Interest Rates for those credit card holders
incurring interest charges." The full-sample time-series correlation is 0.166.

Figure A4: Credit Card Credit Limits vs. Interest Rates
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Note: Figure shows credit card credit limits and interest rates between 2000 and 2015, with the values normalized to
100% in year 2000 for comparability. The interest rates are from Federal Reserve’s "Quarterly Report of Credit Card
Interest Rates for those credit card holders incurring interest charges." The credit limits are calculated using a random
sample of credit reports from TransUnion between 2000 to 2015.
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Figure A5: Probability of Delinquency at 48 Months After Origination
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(B) Probability 90+ DPD
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Note: Figure shows the effects of credit limits on the probability of deliquency around our 743 pooled credit limit quasi-
experiments. Panel A shows effects on the cumulative probability of an account being more than 60 days past due (60+
DPD); Panel B shows effects on the cumulative probability of being more than 90 days past due (90+ DPD). These plots
are constructed as described in Figure 3.
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Figure A6: Total Revenue, Total Cost, and Components
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(B) Chargeoffs
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(C) Total Revenue
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(D) Fee Revenue
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(E) Profits
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Note: Figure shows the effects of credit limits on cumulative total costs (Panel A), cumulative chargeoffs (Panel B),
cumulative total revenue (Panel C), cumulative fee revenue (Panel D), and cumulative profits (Panel E), all measured
over the first 48 months after account origination. These plots pool across our 743 credit limit quasi-experiments, and
are constructed as described in Figure 3.
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